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Number Two 1979

THE BRIDGE

Journal of the
Danish American Heritage Society

A GREAT MANY AMERICANS are becoming aware of a need to
perpetuate their cultural heritage. Efforts by early immigrants to
blend into American society created a melting pot, often without
emphasis on cultural traditions. Second, third, and fourth
generation Americans of Danish and other ethnic descent recently
have discovered an interest in their intellectual, cultural, and social
heritage and are determined, at least in part, to retain it.

DANISH AMERICANS have a unique opportunity to
participate in two cultures. Yet, because of a rapid blending into
American society, few enjoy the completeness of this dual heritage
of Danish and American traditions. Fortunately, however, many
individuals from the present generation have discovered that their
interest in Danish culture is shared by others.

DANISH AMERICANS should understand the significance of
preserving the history found in the records and artifacts of Danish
immigrants. This history reflects the ideals, capabilities, and
traditions brought to the New World. Here it was blended with
contributions from immigrants of other nationalities into
contemporary American life. It is important that Americans who
have an interest in the Danish cultural contribution to the United
States make an effort to preserve those customs and historical
artifacts for future generations.

Editorial Statement
The first issue of The Bridge was well received and we
felt it was a good beginning. It widened our contacts. Some
of our supporters who had misgivings as to whether, at this
late date, the Society could prevail, now told us that the
Danish American Heritage Society was on its way. We hope
this second issue of The Bridge strengthens the credibility of
the Danish American Heritage Society.
The Society is still in its formative stages . Though our
efforts have been rewarding, our brief experience reveals
that the task ahead is large, indeed . There have been
critiques and suggestions from members and others that
have been most helpful. We welcome more. As we look
ahead and try to chart a course for the Society we are
mindful of the enormity of our undertaking and of the fact
that we are novices in this field . However, we are helped
and inspired by others who have labored long in the same
vineyard . For example, Kenneth D . Bjork, editor of The
Norwegian American Historical Association, in a speech
delivered in the 1960s, said, in words worth heeding, "we
must never forget that our ultimate purpose is to tell the
story of the men and women who tilled the soil of the New
World, who went down to sea in ships, who worked the
mines and machines of our industrial plant. We are mindful
of those who cared for the sick in body and spirit, who
edited newspapers and magazines, who wrote poems and
novels, and who dreamed dreams of a better America. We
think of pioneers-those who opened up new areas of settlements, who invented new techniques in production, built
bridges, tunnels, skyscrapers, and other structures, who
harnessed the force of electricity, who started and nurtured
schools, churches and political movements . We are
reminded of those who opened shops, directed business
enterprises, practiced law, or responded to the call of duty
when danger threatened our country . And we do not forget
the men and women whose lives are undramatic and
unsung, or were marked by frustration and defeat. For we
are committed to telling the whole story of a transplanted
people that is now deeply rooted in America-one small part
of the millions who made the great Atlantic crossing . If we
do this imaginatively, if we do it thoroughly and well , we
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will meet a special obligation to this great land we call our
home, and we will contribute largely to the growth of its
maturing culture."
We open this issue of The Bridge with Carl Hansen,
Prairie Iconoclast, in which Donald K. Watkins introduces us
to an interesting and outspoken Danish emigrant writer.
There are a few old timers who still remember this candid
personality. Watkins in submitting his article writes, "It is a
pity more of Hansen's correspondence is not preservedperhaps this article will cause some people to let us know of
the whereabouts of Hanseniana." Rudolph J. Jensen follows
with an article that compares and contrasts how the two
writers, Sophus Keith Winther and Carl Hansen view the
ideals and experiences of the Danish immigrants in this
country. You will recall that in the first issue of The Bridge,
Norman Bansen gave us a perceptive and understanding
introduction to Sophus Keith Winther and his trilogy.
It has been said that the Danes who left their homeland
for another life abroad lost their identity sooner than those
from other countries . True or not, Stephen H . Rye in Danish
American Political Behaviour: The Case of Iowa, 1887-1936,
provides us with some interesting data for speculation . Olaf
Juhl, in Thoughts At Sunrise, offers a very personal account
of his becoming an American . Peter L. Petersen lets us in on
a bit of history from a time (not an isolated episode in the
history of the U.S.A., with its multiplicity of ethnic groups)
when the loyalty of Danes was held in question. Finally,
attention is called to two publications : Harold Petersen
writes understandingly about Enok Mortensen's Schools For
Life-A Danish American Experiment In Adult Education and
Egon Bodtker introduces us to a recent publication by
Camera/ Graphic Press LTD . of New York.
Editorial Policy: We repeat our statements from the first
issue. We hope that this issue, as well , in addition to
providing enjoyment will reflect our expectations and serve
as a foundation for future issues .
Our guidelines will come from experience, observing
what others are doing, and most importantly, responses from
the membership. Emphasizing that we do not have a formal
policy to be adhered to by all contributors, the following
general statements are meant as suggestions and will be
2

adjusted as the circumstances indicate they need to be
modified .
The editor relies heavily on the judgments and recommendations of the reviewers and referees, although he is
not bound by them.
Articles for The Bridge should be 3,ooo-6,000 words in
length, however, shorter articles will not be excluded,
per se .
Both scholarly and popular articles, as well as memoirs
and reminiscences, are encouraged .
Reviews of articles and books should contain pertinent
bibliographic information which would enable readers to
find the material being reviewed .
Contributors should submit a biographical statement of
100-200 words from which a brief identifying paragraph
could be written .

Arnold N. Bodtker, 29672 Dane Lane,
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ........ President and Editor
Gerald Rasmussen, 29681 Dane Lane
Junction City, Oregon 97448 ... .. .. . . . ... . Vice President
Karen McCumsey, 410 Laurel,
Junction City, Oregon 97 448 .......... . .. . . .... Secretary
Egon Bodtker, 1132 Newport Drive,
Salem , Oregon 97302 ...... . .... .. . ... .. ..... Treasurer
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Carl Hansen, Prairie Iconoclast
By Donald K. Watkins

In 1906 Ivar Kirkegaard, editor of the
magazine Norden in
Racine , Wisconsin,
asked the writer Carl
Hansen for personal
information that might
be included in a biographical sketch in the
journal. Carl Hansen of
Tyler, Minnesota, was
forty-six at the time,
and by hts own count
the author of some
seventy sketches and
short stories . In reply
to Kirkegaard , Hansen
revealed that in his student days in Copenhagen he has been
caught up in the intellectual ferment of " the Modern Breakthrough," the assertive embrace by Scandinavian intellectuals
of socially critical realism. "Det moderne gennembrud" had
no single philosophical doctrine at its center, unless it was
the belief that abstract dogmas and doctrines had to be cast
aside so that one might view life and society as they actually
are. Much under the influence of Henrik Ibsen , Danish writers
were escaping the ivory tower of romantic idealism . In the
lofty thought of Romanticism the writers of the " Breakthrough" saw a falsification of life. They found a conceited
blindness to the complexity of existence in the aesthetic
philosophy of previous generations of writers. It is in the
realistic, combative temper of the Modern Breakthrough that
we find the origins of Carl Hansen's objectivity and social
conscience as a writer in Scandinavian America.
Sixty years have passed since the ~ast, _posthumous -publication of a collection of short stories by Carl Hansen . His
reputation as an impressive Danish-American writer is firmly
in place, and the value of his work will surely grow as social
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historians evaluate the creative literature of America's linguistic minorities for its documentary value .1 In the following
pages I shall offer some information from unpublished and
realtively inaccessible sources that sharpens our picture of
this unusual man . In the process I will outline the career that
took him from the University of Copenhagen to the Danish
settlements of the Middle West, where in his mature years he
was viewed by many as the unofficial literary spokesman of
the Danish population . At that time Hansen was constantly
sought as a speaker by Danish groups, and in 1909 his popularity was recognized nationally when he was elected chairman of the Dansk-Amerikansk Selskab . His literary and public
lives mingled , which is to say that he was as colorful and
candid in person as in his prose.
Our appetite for information about his non-literary life is
whetted by the exceptionally negative " review" Carl Hansen
received after his death on October 31, 1916, in the New York
newspaper Nordlyset. " ... He tells a lively tale and provides
observations of Danish-American life, but his stories lack any
deeper insight and genuine creative ability. His depiction of
personality is superficial ... His books were read only by his
countrymen and even among them they never became
popular. In spite of the books' attractive qualities they were
too shallow to make a lasting impression here or in Denmark .
In general there are no really significant books written by
Danish-Americans . . . " 2.
One senses in these comments the heat of past personal
disputes between Carl Hansen and the editor of Nordlyset,
Emil Opffer, for it cannot objectively be said that Hansen's
books never became popular. We cannot know how Opffer
defined " dybere indsigt og egentlig skabende evne," but his
blunt disparagement of Carl Hansen's books is an appropriate
introdu ction to a forthright personality whose " realism "
gained him as many enemies as friends .
In the brief, humorous biographical sketch Carl Hansen
sent to Ivar Kirkegaard in 1906, he wrote : " . .. Have an
examination certificate from the University of Copenhagen ,
which does not hang on my wall ... I 'was there' at the end of
the '70s and beginning of the '80s when [Georg] Brandes gave
his famous lectures and when [Jens Peter] Jacobsen wrote
Marie Grubbe and Niels Lyhne .. In short, I was one of the
poeple in the street when literary realism was reborn in
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Denmark ."3 In this letter Hansen did not choose to mention
his early friendship with the writers Herman Bang and Jens
Peter Jacobsen, as if this amiable association with free
thinkers might disturb the more conservative readers of
Norden. Nor did he note that, as a candidate for the doctoral
degree in literature at the University, he had drastically
changed his mind and transferred to the Landboh¢jskole with
the intention of becoming a certified veterinarian . Rather,
Hansen related that some five years before he emigrated to
the United States he caught the disease "digteritis," the
nagging urge to write and be published . Between 1880 and
1885 Carl Hansen tried out various professions; he was a
reporter for the newspaper Nationaltidende, and unsuccessful
actor in Copenhagen stage productions, and a private tutor on
an estate in Jutland , all the while contributing poetry and
prose to journals in the capital city.
" And then I went to America, but not because of my
virtues . But don't understand this to mean that I had 'done
something.' On the contrary, it was actually because I felt I
was not doing anything in Denmark that I came here, where I
believed there was something doing all the time." 4 Carl
Hansen's occupational meandering seems to have been born
of intense restlessness and unsystematic habits rather than
any personal insecurity. On the contrary, he was later never
one to underrate the value of his opinions or to fail to speak
his mind . His calling card as a man and a writer was a
realistic, positive view of the human condition, armed with a
cutting edge of irony and satire when it came to describing
ambitious people who trade in arrogance and narrow selfinterest as they rise above their fellows .
Carl Hansen was an outspoken democrat in Danish
America, a champion of common people, pleasures and
decency who scorned the pretentions of high society, not the
least the Danish-American upper crust. At the same time he
was not immune to severe bouts of boredom in Tyler,
Minnesota, where he came in the fall of 1888 after two years
of teaching and study at Elk Horn Folk School in Iowa and
Ashland Folk School in Michigan . Three years after his arrival
in the United States he and his bride joined the colonists who
were to create Danebod Folk School and the town of Tyler on
the then treeless prairie of southwestern Minnesota.
Carl Hansen's background in Denmark reminds us that
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eco.nomic need ~as not the only spur that coaxed emigrants.
Hansen was a• man of talent - a skilling rather than a daler, as
he once described himself - who had enjoyed many opportunities for COl)Ventional success in Denmark . He might have
worn a comfortable white collar at home, but instead he
traveled to the United States at a time when the rewards of
relentless work were often little more than adequate housing
and food. The transformation of the north-central states from
barely broken sod to cultivated farms and towns required the
labor of an entire generation . The central place of work and
its human cost in the lives of these first farmers on the fringe
of the Great Plains was captured by Carl Hansen in an essay
entitled "Puget Sound," written late in his life.
Good years on the prairie are rich : yellow ears of corn,
clover hay and fat cattle . But the price is people who are
worn out and weary in the prime of their lives. And if the
prairie far_mer decides to move to town and finish his life
in sour,,, discontent idleness, or to remain on the farm
where the work is too much for him, such that his hands
shake, his eyes cloud over, his brain turns to porridge and
his thoughts cease - the end result is the same in both
cases . I observed this for many years and my heart ached
that these were the wages received by the children of the
prairie for a job well done.5
Carl Hansen's vantage point for observing life in the
Danish colony was, in the first years, his position as a teacher
at Danebod Folk School. Later he earned a living as the postmaster of Tyler, as a druggist with a useful store of knowledge
about veterinary medicine, and as the manager of the local
telephone company. Carl Hansen saw an element of futility in
the honest labor of the common people, whom he admired
for their stamina and good cheer. Shocked by the toil
required of the Minnesota farmers he knew at the turn of the
century, Hansen recognized the paradox in their attempts to
enjoy the fruits of a labor that wore them out as human
beings. There are no generalizations in his stories about the
mythical "good life" in the United States.
Immigrants make up the majority of Hansen's subjects,
and in their depiction each person is sketched as an
individual with unique motivations. We find individuals
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described in psychological and ethical terms rather than as
social types. That he did not care to cast his characters as
spokesmen for political causes is illustrated by the story
" Bowlegged Joe," in which a millionaire, a Yankee capitalist,
is seen as the generous benefactor of a destitute DanishAmerican family .6 In the same story, confrontations between
workers and managers in a time of bitter strikes and labor
di sputes are presented neutrally. Neither party is endorsed, as
if no organized group can have " the right" on its side. Hansen
seems to be saying that America is an opportunity to remove
the class barriers present in Europe, and he regrets the
erection of new barriers based on wealth . In this new country
each person is in a position to create self-respect and a new
identity, if one is needed . Very few people had to emigrate,
and in the story Bicyclen he put it humorously : " It is not only
alcoholic students, unsuccessful seminarians and unreliable
cashiers who must travel to America. It also happens to the
weaker sex." 7
For Hansen , the essential groundwork of self-respect is
honesty and kindness . Perhaps this simple formula lies behind
the lack of " depth" that disturbed Emil Opffer. Hansen also
frequently wrote sketches in which the final scenes of
domestic tranquility strike us as quite a departure from the
work I shall quote from here. This was an author who wrote
for several audiences, among them Danish-American children .
Common to all the stories is the fact that Hansen does not
offer material wealth as a positive goal, nor does he frown on
it. Wealth per se is ethically ambiguous, but his scorn for
wealth dishonestly acquired is illustrated by the caricature of
the farmer Peter Lykke.
Peter Lykke was one of the area's richest farmers, known
in the whole settlement for his incredible greed . Only one
thing could make him open his wallet, and that was a
lawsuit, for which he had absolute genius. People swore to
the fact that he had once waged a legal battle with a
neighbor for three years over a load of straw. It turned out
that neither he nor the neighbor had any legal right to it.
In all his legal affairs he was assisted by a shyster laywer
named H9Segh, a half-trained teacher who tried three times
to pass the first part of the examination for teachers in
Denmark . He later spent six months at an American
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college, and had since then lived off exorbitant interest
payments, real estate transactions, fraudulent insurance
sales and whatever else comes to the mind of a human
being who has had his conscience surgically removed.8
Yet Hansen's casting of characters in terms of ethical
qualities does not mean that he proposed simplistic solutions
to human problems and discontents . He does not preach, he
has no ultimate answers . Moreover, he takes several pokes at
dogmatic religion in the Scandinavian-American community.
In the story "Kalkunen" we read that there was no church
building in Rainesville. " But there was a school house, and
twice a month the Norwegian and Danish church-goers
gathered to hear a Norwegian minister entertain his listeners
for an hour and a half with a talk on predestination, free will
and the infallibility of the Missouri Synod ."9
The author's impatience with doctrine is not balanced by
hard answers to the human dilemma. His ethics are vague :
they encompass kindness , humility, honesty and an awareness
of the ambiguity of our ambitions . The tragicomedy Hansen
perceived in daily life is especially evident in the masterly
sketch " Haren ."
The farmer Jens Westerholm has been about his early
morning chores . The sun is rising above the horizon on this
cold winter morning. Looking out the kitchen window,
Westerholm sights a jackrabbit out by the old well. He is
suddenly obsessed by the wish to shoot the jackrabbit, an
animal which has all but disappeared from the cultivated
land, and he grabs his shotgun and fur coat. Hansen provides
an extended and carefully constructed hunt and chase scene.
Against the snow the rabbit is amost invisible, and the
wounded animal lures Westerholm farther and farther away
from the house. He completely looses track of time and
pursues the rabbit to the farthest reaches of the farm ,
shedding his fur coat when he becomes too warm . This is an
almost fatal mistake, because during the several hours he
spends on the hunt, the weather turns very bad . When he
finally has the animal triumphantly in hand, the light snow
has become a cold and blinding blizzard . Exhausted from
running over the plowed fields, Westerholm barely reaches
the house and safety. Without his expensive fur coat and
practically frozen , he stumbles with his prize into the farm-
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house. His family is shocked by his condition; they rub him
down and pour coffee into him. What was the cause of
Westerholm's brush with death? A jackrabbit which now lies
in the corner. One of the children says it stinks, another
mentions tularemia, and his wife insists that she will not cook
anything of the sort. Westerholm is alone with his prize, all
others reject it. In the climactic scene, the man walks through
the snow to the old well where his adventure began, lifts a
plank and drops the rabbit in . "He heard a splash when it hit
the water. He replaced the plank and walked toward the barn.
The cattle were bellowing, they hadn't been watered yet."10
In the depiction of personality, Carl Hansen painted
suggestive silhouettes rather than fully exposed characters;
this is the technique of one who found the short story and
sketch to be his preferred genres. His contemporaries were
especially impressed and taken aback by this literary realism
when they recognized the living models for "fictional"
identities. Such invasion of privacy was not taken lightly in
the small town of Tyler, especially if the portrait did not
compliment the model. Carl Hansen, after all, had a broad
readership in such journals as the Chicago Alvor og Gammen,
Norden in Racine, and the Christmas annual Julegranen which
he and Oscar W . Lund had founded in 1896. Not that the
reader in Minden, Nebraska, would recognize the unfortunate
citizen of Lincoln County, Minnesota, but the thought that a
fault-finding literary photographer was in their midst deeply
aggravated many of Hansen's neighbors . Hostility toward him
grew through the years.
In a posthumous biographical sketch, Jens Cristian Bay,
the versatile man of letters and long a close friend of Hansen,
wrote that on returning from an extended stay in Denmark in
1909, Hansen "found his economic situation in Tyler undermined, and shortly after his return to America he felt the
need to leave Tyler, where he had active enemies as well as
friends ."11 At this distance in time it is impossible to reconstruct the local feud which caused Hansen to move with his
family to the Tacoma-Seattle area in 1910. Aided by Folmer
Hansen, Tyler, Minnesota, I have sought local memories of
Carl Hansen's situation in town . The late Johannes Johansen,
Cedar Falls, Iowa, was in business in Tyler in 1910. He
recalled shortly before his death that people were very upset
with Carl Hansen, this man who wrote so plainly that there
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was no need to guess who he had in mind. No informant now
in Tyler recollects that financial difficulties were later
mentioned as a cause of the move. Carl Hansen was not a
man of means, however, so we can suppose that a partial
boycott of his business by angry neighbors might have
severely threatened his livelihood in Tyler. Jens Jessen noted
that Hansen was brusque and did not mince words, that he
was not especially likable but yet was respected by all.12
The scorn expressed in the passage about Peter Lykke for
corrupt laywers who both legally and illegally fleece the
unwary American guided Carl Hansen's active life in local
politics . He closely followed national political events and in
three articles in the Danish journals Tilskueren and Vor
Fremtid presented an excellent, concise account of issues and
personalities in the national elections between 1892
and 1912.13 While he applauded Theodore Roosevelt's
attempts to break the powerful trusts and corporations of the
time, his deepest partisan sympathies lay with the immensely
popular John Albert Johnson, who was three times - in 1904,
1906, and 1908 - elected Democratic governor in Republican
Minnesota. In the election of 1908 Hansen was on the
advisory board of Johnson's state campaign committee .
Hansen himself ran for judge of probate court in Tyler.
A few letters from Carl Hansen to Jens Christian Bay in
Chicago, preserved at the Udvandrerarkiv in Aalborg, recreate
for us more vividly than any commentary the salty frankness
with which Hansen evaluated himself and others. In the
following excerpt from a letter of September 1908, Hansen
pokes fun at the social heights to which the Danish-American
businessman Max Henius ha9 climbed and to which editor
Ivar Kirkegaard aspired . In the second letter, from October
1908, Hansen's concern for the needy and his anger at selfserving farmers, whose support of William Howard Taft in the
presidential election rested solely on the high prices for food
which Taft's economic policies would ensure, come through
loud and clear.

September 24, 1908
... I've also been up in St. Paul helping to make campaign
literature for Johnson . I am on his advisory board, an
14

honorary position but one that is expensive for a "man of
limited means." Incidentally, I'm beginning to need to
spend a night in your study, where I can talk freely about
"skaemt og gammen" (as old Pastor Poulsen in
Menominee says), because Tyler, you know, is a little
monotonous as daily fare ... Couldn't you sometime, when
you "go forth to do battle," decide to come west rather
than to go northward? We are actually rather civilized too,
and we have a unique ability to conceal our weaknesses
from strangers who don't stay too long. I have put on my
lavender vest for the occasion; I closely resemble a
butcher in good financial circumstances. No, my friend, it
takes a Dr. Henius to wear a white vest, and also, of
course, Kirkegaard, above all Kirkegaard! .. . "
October 16, 1908 letterhead : Democratic County Central
Committee
... As you see, I'm running for office, and I am a damned
fool, because I have no chance of being elected . The
praiseworthy old custom still exists, after all, that one
should drive around, shake the men's hands and kiss
babies - and this is something I cannot do. But this
running for office is still interesting, because it gives my
enemies an opportunity to remember my falls, faults and
weaknesses. But I've lived so withdrawn for many years
that there is nothing for them to get a hold on, but it's
still a pleasure to let these dear people blow off steam .. .
Out over the prairie the harvest has been brought under
roof, and the farmer is sitting, stout and satisfied, at the
dinner table with pork grease around his mouth . And, Cod
willing, Taft will be elected so that we can go on receiving
20 cents for a dozen eggs and 88 cents for a bushel of
wheat. What does it matter to us that there are thousands
of children in Chicago who never see an egg or who get
only half as much bread as they can eat. We are stout and
satisfied, with pork on the table, cattle in the yard and
pigs in the pen. And Sundays we go to church and doze
gently while the minister's pleasant, well-modulated voice
provides the melody to our satisfaction with ourselves and
our possessions. Sometimes I think I understand Ibsen's
desire to torpedo the ark .. .
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December 22, 1908
. . . No, of course I was not elected probate judge, I didn't
even carry my own township or precinct. You see, I am
not popular here in Tyler. Oh well, but we did get honest,
capable and unselfish John A . Johnson elected governor
here in Minnesota ...
The final excerpt which I quote here, in translation, from
Hansen's correspondence with Jens Christian Bay is also the
one that best reveals the man's unaffected empathy with
simple and honest people and his instant suspicion of those
who claim special insight into the comings and goings of the
human spirit. Shortly before this letter was written, the
Hansens had been visited by their friends Pastor and Mrs .
Michael F. Blichfeld .
January 19, 1909
.. . Now I'm going to tell you something. The minister, you
see, has given me the key to the innermost region of your
soul. Do you know what your problem is? No, you don't!
But I know, because the minister told me. You have not
got a center, that's what. [De mangler midtpunkt, g!ISr De.]
Now what do you think about that! Now don't come back
with a cheap tit for tat and tell me that I don't either - I
admit it, I don't know what a " human center" is, and even
if I got one as a Christmas present I wouldn't know what
to do with it. But that, of course, is no excuse for you .. .
During my trips in Iowa I regularly go through Sioux City,
and in this "proximitous" city ["naersomme" by] I know
two saloon-keepers . The one finished the 4th Real
(whatever that is) in Randers, the other is the son of a
school teacher on Bornholm . The "realist" was to have
become a minister, but he didn't, he became a saloonkeeper in Sioux City. The son of the school teacher ran
away from Jelling Teachers College, and he can still talk
about equations and logarithms . His motto is "Wait a
minute." The three of us sit in the realist's "office" behind
the " shop'. ' and drink Carlsberg beer, Aalborg aquavit and
eat sm.-rebrfkl piled high . "Hansen," the realist says, " why
don't you ever get drunk?" and I understand that this
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barber's soul would be happy if I got drunk. "Wait a
minute," the Bornholmer says and pours me an Aalborger,
" he may yet." But I shake my head and say "No, I never
get drunk." And the fatso, the realist looks at me with
faithful dog's eyes and says, "We'd like to make you
happy, because, by God, you are the most cultivated
person I've ever met, and that book about life on the
prairie you wrote, I read it at night before I fall asleep."
And I shake hands with these kind people and travel on
to Cedar Falls, where I visit the minister. I sit on the sofa
and look at this well-spoken man who tears to pieces
whatever he thinks I would care to have torn apart. And it
occurs to me that there isn't a kernel of truth in the entire
pale, flabby minister's body.
Emil Opffer criticized Carl Hansen after his death for his
"shallow" ideas. Rereading Hansen's stories in the light of
these letters, we can see that Opffer was correct in a sense.
Carl Hansen was shallow in that he did not believe there were
available to people any certain, deep truths with which we
have the right to bore or terrorize our fellow man . He
apparently believed that we live on the surface of the earth,
where the only useful, life-preserving truths are vague
maxims, such as the Golden Rule, which keep us from mutual
destruction . Carl Hansen's humorous and yet keenly edged
criticism of pastoral wisdom recalls his life-long protest
against joyless dogmatism .

1. Published books by Carl Hansen:

Praeriens B,Sm: Tre Fortaellinger (Minneapolis: O.W. Lund 1895) ; Praeriefolk:
Spredte Studier i en dansk Koloni gennem 15 Aar (Copenhagen: Hagerup
1907); Landsmaend: Fortaellinger (Cedar Falls, Ia.: Dansk Boghandel 1908);
Dansk Jul i Amerika (Copenhagen: Gyldendal 1909); Nisqually: Biografier,
Skitser, Fortaellinger og Oversaettelser (Copenhagen: Nationale Forfatteres
Forlag 1912); Fra Praerien, ed. with biog. intro. by J.C. Bay (Cedar Falls, Ia.:
Dansk Boghandel 1918) .
2. Nordlyset, Nov. 16, 1916: 1, 4.
3. "En dansk-amerikansk Forfatter," Norden, 4:4 (Oct. 1906) 105-06.
4. Ibid.
5. "Puget Sound," Solomons Almanak for 1917 (Seattle, Wash.: Danish pub!.
House of the Pacific Coast 1917) 56-7.
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Landsmaend, 91-105.
Ibid., 63.
Ibid., 120.
Ibid., 20.
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A Comparative Study of
Sophus Keith .W inther and Carl Hansen
By Rudolf J. Jensen

"Til Ungdommen"
Sad vi og vented' i Stilhed, mens Timer og Dage blev Aar,
Vented', til Nakken blev b¢jet, til Sneen faldt i vort Haar,
Vented' paa Suset i Skoven , paa Raabet: Han Kommer.
Han kommer!
Vagten vilde vi v.ere, - H.edersvagten for dem,
Som havde stridt og sejret, som bragte Kransen hjem.
Fakler vilde vi svinge, i R.ekke og F¢lge gaa,
Den , som ,Iren tilkommer, skulde ogA:ren faa;
Tungt paa de tr.ette Skuldre laa Dagens Byrde og Hede,
Q)jet blve tr.et af at s¢ge, L.eben tr.et af at bede,
Et kun gav Tanken Hvile, - 'et kun gav Sindet Ro :
Blev ej givet os meget, - i lidet var vi dog tro.
Tro i det lidet g.elder os M.end med det graanende Haar,
Som i Taalmod har ventet, mens Timer og Dage blev Aar,
Ud til den kommende Sl.egt i Angst vi Budskabet sendte :
Er det Dig, der skal komme, eller skal en anden vi vente?
Ungdom , vi sp¢rger i Alvor: Er Du den sejrende Magt?1

This short poem written by Carl Hansen expresses the
essential conflicts of the Danish emigrant in the United
States . In their relentless struggle to survive on the plains of
the American midwest, two concerns dominated the
consciousness of the emigrant. One was the continuous sense
of doubt about the wisdom leaving the old country and the
other was the necessarily unanswered question of whether the
privations of their present life would be rewarded by the
success of the following generations . The dreams and hopes
of most Danish-American emigrants were in fact not fulfilled
in accordance with their expectations. Neither the ideals of
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economic prosperity nor those of personal fulfillment were
often realized . The particular nature of this discrepancy
between ideality and reality as it is represented in the works
of two writers is the subject of the following article.
For the purpose of most clearly developing this theme I
have limited the subject of the present study to the prose of
Sophus Keith Winther and Carl Hansen . Winther's trilogy is
already famili·ar to reade~s of The Bridge, from Norman
Bansen's fine article in the first issue. My reason for including
Winther's novels in this study is neither to contradict nor
paraphrase Professor Bansen's commentary, but it is rather to
develop characteristics intrinsic to the trilogy in terms of their
thematic relation to the prose of Carl Hansen . Thus, the
intention here is to compare and contrast the tension
between the ideals and the actual experience of DanishAmerican immigrants as it is presented in the prose of
Winther and Hansen .
In the course of this article I shall focus upon three
interrelated themes as they are shown in the texts of the six
prose works discussed . The first theme is the ideal of
"Bildung", or individual development. This theme refers to
the traditional optimistic belief in the coalescence of
individual ideals and social reality, i .e., the attainment of
personal ideals of material and spiritual success within
contemporary social norms for the mutual benefit of both
parties. The second theme of this article is the difference
between the values of the first-generation and the secondgeneration . Both material conditions and personal expectations were considerably different for these two groups. The
third theme may be defined in terms of suffering. In this
context, the first generation clearly suffered in the extreme.
However, in the works of both Winther and Hansen, there is a
distinct differentiation between the nature of suffering
between men and women . Because the male is traditionally
expected to be the dominant and enterprising member of the
family, his struggle is externalized, i.e., he fights against the
weather, interest payments to the local bank, and the speculative investments of big business in land . Whether he
succeeds or fails, the male's struggle is predominantly
portrayed the context of generalized and impersonal forces.
Correspondingly, his success or failure is characteristically
evaluated on-ly in terms of socio-economic values. In cotrast,
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both Winther and Hansen show women to be the most
sympathetic and suffering members of the immigrant families.
The male characters may well suffer from the primary
involvement with nature and economic institutional reality,
but ultimately, it is the women who must suffer the practical
ramifications of external changes. They are the ones who are
responsible for maintaining both the physical and spiritual
basis for a home life, for giving birth to- the succeeding
generation as well as raising it, and for doing the daily chore
around the homestead-and all this was usually done in an
environment of social-and-geographic isolation .
In Winther's trilogy, the essential conflict exists in the
dualistic perception that the first-generation, i .e., Peter and
Meta Crimsen, experiences of their life in the U.S.A. Understandably, their most enduring doubts involved their decision
to leave their home in Demark for an indeterminate future in
an unknown land . Their struggle in the new land is first and
foremost directed toward a resolution of their doubts about
their seemingly irrevocable decision to leave the country of
their birth and past in the attempt to establish a new,
different, and better life in an alien environment.
The individual perception of conflict in the decision to
depart from " deres familie og hjemegn", and the separate
existence in a society that was both geographically and
culturally different from their traditional identity can hardly
be exaggerated . To judge from both historical documentation
and Sophus Keith Winther's trilogy, this conflict must be
considered to represent the initial problem to be confronted
by first-generation emigrants. However, as reflected in
Winther's trilogy, this tension of new identity versus
traditional identity is gradually resolved for the first
generation as they are forced by the economic realities of
their new environment to either forget or sublimate their
dreams of the old country to obtain even a subsistence level
of existence. Despite whatever dreams the emigrant to the
USA may have had about a golden future in "the promised
land", it soon became eminently clear to them that while
they had left the rigid socio-economic structure of their
homeland, they had entered a land where they were a
boot-strap lower class-without money, without social connections, and without knowledge of the dominant language .
Against this background, it is understandable that Peter
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and Meta Grimsen should strive most to establish economic
independence and well-being for their family . Yet, even as
their private ideals of material prosperity are crushed in the
new land, they do not resign themselves to defeat. As much
as the dominant economic situation may be against
them-and indeed it temporarily rends their family as well as
ultimately killing Peter-the psycho-social justification for this
suffering becomes the dream of success for the second
generation . In this manner, the tension of initial-and-ongoing
alienation from both the old and new countries can successfully be resolved . Whatever personal hardships and sacrifices
the first generation must endure are ligitimated by the belief
that the next generation will be spared these sufferings and
thus can attain a degree of socio-economic success unattainable in the old country. This is the fundamental dream of
Peter and Meta Grimsen as they struggle in Nebraska.
Socio-economic conditions of immigrant existence in the
American midwest during the late nineteenth-century were
often not conducive to nourishing the immigrants' dreams for
personal fulfillment. The Grimsens settled in an area of the
country where they had to rent-farm and this economic
reality ultimately determined the fate of the familyespecially for Peter and his relationship with his sons. He
fought against the economic dependence of being a
rent-farmer and his sons fought against him as they perceived
him to be an intransigent authoritarian over their development. This father-son conflict is shown to have a similar
ideological basis for both parties because each generation is
seeking to establish its independence. While Peter struggles
against the exploitation of his economic situation , his sons
struggle to achieve an individual identity in terms of their ties
to their parents and to the reality of life in a
rapidly-developing American society. Peter' s and Meta's sons
perceive an ethical bond to their parents and the ideals of
Denmark, but they also realize that they must establish an
independent life for themselves both personally and
economically.
The dual nature of this struggle within the family is
explicitly shown during the process when Peter loses his farm .
. . . Peter was exerting all of his strength to make one last
deep impression on his sons.
All these years he had striven with a directness that
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granted no quarter to man or nature, to win the battle for
material prosperity. As his days drew near to the end, and
his victory, once so near, was being dissipated in papers
passed from hand to hand among bankers, agents, and
finance companies, he strove for one lasting victory over
his children.2
In both Denmark and the USA, Peter's improverished
economic situation determined the orientation of his life. His
life had always been a bitter struggle with proverty and as a
result he became a slave to nature's cyclical law to plant and
to harvest. The struggle for material prosperity and even often
only a bare subsistence, represented the primary purpose of
Peter's life. Yet, his obsession for work, which was a prerequisite for survival on a marginal level of existence, had as its
source the well-being of the Grimsen family . His goal was to
provide them with material sustenance and to keep the family
together as a nuclear unit for mutual individual support.
Peter's dominant motivation for his actions may be economic,
but it is important to recognize that underlying this obsession
is his ethical and emotional commitment to the family.
The ideal shared by Peter, and immigrants in general, is
the successful union of individual goals and social
circumstances. This ideal is traditionally designated as
" Bildung", and is based on an optimistic belief in man. It
assumes the ability of the individual to develop a free and
independent identity in coalescence with material reality,
social norms, and spiritual values. This development of
individual identity in union with supra-individual normative
values requires struggle and conflict, but the underlying
assumption of the ideal is the successful resolution of tension
for the mutual benefit of the individual and the society. This
optimistic ideal of "Bildung" has long been a model for
human behavior and for its representation in literature .
Certainly this ideal played a significant role in the lives of
emigrants to the USA. There seems little reason to doubt that
the conflict of individual ideals for freedom and independence with the socio-economic realities of their condition in
Denmark provided a major reason for their emigration from
the old country. Once they arrived and settled in the
"promised land" the effort to realize these dreams became a
tangible struggle. In the case of the Grimsen family, the
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struggle can be divided into two distinct areas : the material
and the personal.
In the material dimension of their lives the Crimsensand especially, Peter-fail to attain the coalescence of their
ideals and their reality . The factors of their initial proverty,
combined with the capriciousness of nature and the
institutional inequity of the U .S. economic system, all
militated against them . The direct cause for the Crimsen's
economic failure is the omnipresent impersonal reality of
individual exploitation by big-business through land and crop
speculation . In this situation, it makes no difference that
Peter plans well and works hard; he simply has no chance for
individual success within the present economic structure. The
incipient material demise of their farm and economy is
reflected by the physical deterioration of Peter. He sees the
ideal to which he had dedicated the best years of his life
being lost and he knows he has no power to affect the
inevitable outcome, i .e., the loss of all his property. After the
auction, Peter dies .
While Peter concedes the failure of his life in the material
dimension, he does make a last effort to rebel against his fate
of loss by directing his final efforts toward his sons. In this
personal sphere, Peter had never been able to establish bonds
with his sons and indeed had actively alienated the oldest
into the role of permanent outcast. Yet, during the process of
losing his farm, when he realizes the hopelessness of further
material striving, Peter directs his will toward demonstrating
the human necessity of ethical and honorable behavior. The
ideal of economic independence that he and Meta had
sought in the USA was not to be realized, but Peter now
implores his sons to look to the future for a better life . The
dream of material prosperity has been shown to be without
foundation for the first generation, but hope dies hard and
they urge their children to continue the ideal quest in the
future . For Peter and Meta, America promised more than it
gave. However, Peter dies with the optimistic belief that his
dreams will come to fruition for the second generation .
In Winther's trilogy, one can see the tension between the
ideals for material prosperity and human understanding. It is
the story of a family which suffers economic failure and only
partial success in enduring as a family unit. The ethical
viability of the family unit could only be determined by the
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lives of the Grimsen children, and their adulthood is not a
part of the trilogy. The human values inherent within the
Grimsen family are surely positive signs for hope, however the
dominant theme of the trilogy is failure-the failure of the
isolated individual in his struggle against the amorphous
institutional forces of his society and economy.
The underlying theme of the literature written by Carl
Hansen shows a tension between material prosperity and
personal well-being that is similar to that of Sophus Keith
Winther. However, in general , Hansen possesses a more
optimi stic view of man than does Winther. Whereas both
writers share a common belief about the necessary conflict
between an individual's attainment of economic success and
his ability to maintain a humanitarian concern for others, Carl
Hansen's prose shows an almost inevitable progression of the
ambitious immigrant from proverty, through difficult times, to
a position of economic success . This progression of material
development is typical of Hansen's protagonists; yet, subtly
underlying this general paradigm of economic success is
Hansen's predominant interest in " mennesket", i .e., the effect
of material wealth and poverty upon an individual's daily life
and values.
Carl Hansen was born on May 28, 1860, in Holbaek,
Denmark. He emigrated to the USA in 1885, and after brief
stays in Elk Horn , Iowa, and West Denmark, Wisconsin, he
settled in Tyler, Minnesota. Here he taught at the folk high
school , became the town's postmaster, and established a
pharmacy. In 1910, he moved to the west-coast : first to
Washington and then to Junction City, Oregon . He died in
Seattle in 1916.
In the words of J. Christian Bay, Carl Hansen's values in
life comprised a basic humanitarianism .
. . . hjemme havde han der, hvor Kirken og det historiske
Folkeliv rejser sig paa dansk Grund . Prc=eriens Vidsyn
blev til Vidsyn i hans Sjc=el, og han beundrede de
Mennesker, der i Tidens Omskiftelighed helt blev tro
mod sig selv.3
In the three works discussed in this article, (Przriens B.srn,
Przriefolk, and Fra Pr.erien), thi s point-of-view -- is well
documented . There can be little doubt that he believed in the
" American Dream", and it may not be too great an exaggeration to say that the characters in Hansen's prose generally
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succeed to an economic degree beyond all reasonable
expectation . As a result, the primary tension in his fiction is
not between economic failure and personal accomplishment
as in Winther's trilogy, but quite the opposite, i .e., the tension
between material prosperity and its immediate potential to
destroy individual ethical values.
Both authors create a dualistic literary universe whose
epistemological foundation can be defined in terms of the
material and the spiritual dimensions of existence. Winther
stresses the economic failure of the Danish immigrant as a
have-not in American society, while Hansen emphasizes the
economic success of the upwardly-mobile immigrant .
Winther's literature attempts to mitigate its message of
material hopelessness by providing a potential ideal of
communal consciousness among succeeding generations;
while Hansen's literature often directly shows the deleterious
effects of material well-being upon the ideals of social
brotherhood .
The lives of the characters in Hansen's stories are difficult
and lonely. " Der er saa mange, der er bleven , som har
begyndt paa Prcerien," sagde han eftertcenksomt, " Det
gjcelder blot om at holde ud ; - men det er - sommetider lidt haardt Arbeide, - og det bliver ogsaa noget ensomt."4 This is the welcome that S#en's newly-arrived
Danish bride receives from him. In this story called
" Velstand", Hansen shows the difficult living conditions of
the homesteader. After their first year together on their farm ,
Martha and S#en have managed only to pay the interest on
their farm-loan and past debts for their groceries. Their only
consolation can be to wait until next year in hope of a better
harvest and higher prices . This couple does succeed in their
struggle for material prosperity, but the costs are high . In
addition to having a child every year, Martha works from
dawn to dusk, and S¢ren must spend all his time plowing,
sowing, weeding, and fertilizing his fields or else working for
others. At the age of thirty, Martha and S#en are already old
folks who have lost both their youth and their spirit. " Sliddet
og Kampen mod Prceriefarmerens Fjender havde suget Marven
ud af deres Aandsliv. "5 S#en's only goal in the new land has
been, " at komme I Velstand, kanske blive rig, (og) Martha
maatte trcekke sin halveel af det tunge lces."6 In this story the
protagonists are shown victorious in a material dimension , but
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they are completely without any spiritual values.
Carl Hansen's only novel, Przriefolk, provides the most
inclusive presentation of his view of man and existence. This
novel is the tale of a Danish community called Hartland,
South Dakota, Characteristic of Hansen's prose, Przriefolk
shows the origin of the settlement, its economic development,
and finally the social dissension and spiritual anomie in this
economically-successful community . At the beginning ,
Hartland is described as "en Vorte paa Prcerien" : with two
stores, four real estate agents, two bars, a pettifogger, a hotel,
a public barn, and a Danish doctor. Most of the inhabitants
of the area are homesteaders who farm 160 acres of land and
despite the occasional leadership of the doctor, farmer
Svendstrup, or the bank-director, the protagonist of the novel
is the group of immigrants who make up the community of
Hartland . External forces in Hansen's South Dakota are no less
a dominant power than they are in Winther's Nebraska. The
farmers fear drought and cyclones in the summer, blizzards in
the winter, as well as the omni-present obligations of loan
repayments and interest to the bank. A notable distinction is
the fact that the bank-director in Pr.eriefolk is portrayed as a
human being who has both a social conscience and an
interest in community development.
The immigrant farmers of Hartland are conscious of the
control national politics and economic activity excercises
over lives and they are also aware of how little they can
affect this reality . Yet, in spite of this situation, the farmers of
Hartland do manage to succeed economically. As the
correlative to material prosperity, however, is the individual
tendency toward socially-destructive action for the purpose of
increased personal economic gain . This conflict is clearly
described in the following quotation .
Der var en Tid, -og det var Prceriens Guldalder-da den
ene
Nabo turde rcekke Haanden ud og hj.elpe den anden,
uden at
der blev slcengt et Dollarstykke efter ham .. . Men
'Hartkornet' begynder at tale med i disse Dage; der
bliver Rigmand og Fattigmand paa Prcerien .7
This egocentric tendency is economically-motivated and
its individually-corrupting potential is often tempered by
occurences beyond the individual's control, i.e., national
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inflation or deflation, severe weather, personal misfortune, or
dramatic social changes.
Most of the characters in this "Saga of the Prairie" do not
suffer grave doubts about the wisdom of leaving Denmark for
their new life and this phenomenon can most likely be
attributed to the fact that they are successful in their struggle
for economic propserity. This quest may be successful and
the immigrants may be able to derive satisfaction from their
accomplishments, but vital dimensions of human existence
have been sacrificed in the struggle, while the next generation
again represents the hope for a better future .
. . . det er alligeval den f¢rste Generation, der
slider og forsager;-og den anden, der nyder Frugterne. Vi bliver saa vant til at arbejde, saa vant til at
leve uden Nydelser, at vi ikke forstaar andet. Vi
undvcerer Livets Komfort og Glceder saa lceenge, at
vi glemmer de eksisterer.8
This lack of human fellowship and social activity is most
dramatically experienced by the immigrant wives in the
relentless isolation of their rural existence. While it is difficult
to determine whether their dreams of life in the "promised
land" are more romantic or grandiose than those of their
husbands, they inevitably suffer the greatest psychological
and physical hardship. Because of the structure of their
society, the women are limited in the sphere of their activity
to the immediate evnironment of their homes. They have
neither the social nor occupational opportunities for participation beyond the confines of the traditional family and
home. Whether they live in a sod-hut or a drafty shack, this
reality defines quantifiable boundaries of their life. In
addition to meal-preparation, their daily chores, child-raising,
and the birth of a child each year, they had to manage all of
these manifold responsibilities in the isolation of a rural
existence.
It is a small wonder that they were old women by the age
of thirty, sometimes lost their sanity, and often died by the
age of forty. The life of the farmer's wife is piognantly
described in the following words.
Hvile sig! Aa, hvor hun traengte til det! Det forekom
hende ncesten, som om hun aldrig-siden hun kom ud til
Kolonien-havde haft Tid til at lcegge sig til Hvile i
en Seng, aldrig havde turdet lcene sig tilbage i en
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Stol. Altid var der noget, der skulde udrettes straks
og uden Ophold .9
As much as Johanne Svendstrup suffers during her life in
Hartland, she can still justify her sacrifice for the sake of her
husband's socio-economic success, and even more importantly by her faith that her children will enjoy a better life
than she. Johanne dies young, but during her life on the
plains she comes to identify with existence there: With her
body eroded by cancer, she chooses to live her last days on
the farm with her husband, her. children , and within the
society of her only home.
In conclusion, one might say that the key distinction
between Sophus Keith Winther and Carl Hansen as they
show the experience of the Danish-American immigrant is one
of focus. Both writers share a common assumption of the
ideal development of the individual's success in the new land.
However, whereas Winther concentrates on the economic
struggles of the first generation, Hansen focusses on the more
intangible problems of individual spiritual significance. The
conflict of individual ideality and social reality is common to
the prose of both, but Winther stresses the dom inance of a
hostile economic system while Hansen emphasizes the
difficulty of maintaining personal authenticity after one has
succeeded in the material dimension. Hansen's literature is
more optimistic, but both authors conclude their work with a
notably tentative hope of a better future for the next
generation.

FOOTNOTES
1. Carl Hansen, Fra Pr<Erien (Cedar Falls, Iowa: Dansk Boghandel, 1918), p. 147.
2. Sophus Keith Winther, This Passion Never Dies (New York: Macmillan, 1937),
p. 233.
3. Carl Hansen, Fra PrCErien (Cedar Falls: Dansk Boghandel, 1918), p. 15.
4. Carl Hansen, Pr<Eriens 8pm (Cedar Rapids, Iowa: N. Fr. Hansen's Bogtrykkeri,
1896-1897), p . 33.
5. Ibid., p . 43.
6. Ibid., p. 42.
7. Carl Hansen, Pr<Eriefolk (K-Sbenhavn: H. Hagerups Forlag, 1907), p. 33.
8. Ibid., p . 78.
9. Ibid., p . 57.
10. Ibid., p. 158.
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Danish American Political Behavior:
The Case of Iowa, 1887-1936
By Stephen H. Rye
Although thousands of Danish immigrants settled in Iowa,
often in communities which can readily be identified, there is
some difficulty in isolating voting units which were composed
largely of Danish Americans . For example, Fredsville, a settlement located west of Cedar Falls in Grundy County, became
the home of a sizeable Danish community, but in the voting
unit of Fairfield Township, census materials demonstrate that
the non-Danish voters slightly outnumbered the Danes in the
late nineteenth centuryJ However, at least five Iowa townships can be identified as having a clear majority of voters
who were Danish in background, and this study is limited to
the electoral behavior of these five townships.2 Four of the
five are in Audubon and Shelby Counties in the area around
the present municipalities of Elk Horn and Kimballton; the
other is the township which includes the town of Ringsted in
Emmet County.
As implied in the above statements, researchers have been
handicapped-if not occasionally mislead-in their inability to
measure precisely the statistical strength of the majority
group in precincts which are ostensibly homogeneous. For
example, impressionistic evidence, such as county histories or
the common knowledge that a particular ethnic/religious
group constituted a major element in a given area, often led
investigators into making nebulous claims for a local political
subdivision as "mainly " German Lutheran or " largely" Irish
Catholic . Manuscript census materials can significantly
increase confidence levels for such claims, but students of
ethnic history have been forced to use the 1880 federal
census as the most recent of such sources; the 1890 census
was largely destroyed by fire; the 1900 census has been made
available for indiscriminate exploitation only in recent
months .
Fortunately, many states took enumerations of their
citizenry, a procedure followed in Iowa for years ending in ·
five, but terminated during the Great Depression of the
1930's. Furthermore, to the researcher's delight, the 1895 Iowa
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census asked respondents to identify their religious affiliation,
permitting one not only to identify the ethnic factor, but also
to measure the strength of cultural factors as symbolized by
denominational affiliation. One admires the individualistic
response of William W . Kimmell, a physician in the town of
Pella, which led the enumerator to record, " do not want to
answer. " But, fortunately for the historical record, the vast
majority of the state's residents dutifully responded to the
question . Also, the census of the mid-nineties identified those
males who were eligible to vote in the general election, thus
eliminating those immigrants who were either ineligible for or
who had avoided citizenship. Consequently, tabulations
produced from this census can measure fairly accurately the
strength of ethnocultural variables.
Table I. Strength of Danish element as a percentage of the total
eligible voters, 1895.
Subdivision

Total number of voters

Danish element

Audubon County,
Oakfield Twp .

206

67.0%

Audubon County ,
Sharon Twp .
(Including
Kimballton)

228

88.6

Emmet County
Denmark Twp .
(including
Ringsted)

89

67.4

Shelby County
Clay Twp .
(including
Elk Horn)

220

54.5

Shelby County
Jackson Twp.

191

70.2

Totals

934

70 .0

The author's tabulations from the 1895 Iowa census for the
five townships included iR this study are summarized in
Table 1.3 None of the three towns in these areas was incorporated in 1895, so all were included as a part of the
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township census. All had a Danish element which constituted
a majority of the eligible voters, a strength ranging from close
to 55% to nearly 89% of the electorate. Also, Tables 11 and
Ill summarize denominational loyalties for the Danes of these
five townships. All but Clay Township, Shelby County, had a
Lutheran affiliation level which exceeded 50% of the total. A
relatively high level of Danish nonaffiliation existed in that
township with over 35% of the Danish voters (18% of the
total) responding " none" to the census taker's request for the
identification of denominational ties. Rural Clay Township
also had a relatively high percentage (nearly one-fourth of the
total) of native Americans who indicated " none" on the
religion question:4 Danish nonaffiliation rates were notably
low in the other townships, ranging from zero to 8.4% . Nor
did · the Danish Adventists and Baptists constitute a large
group, together ranging from 2.2 to 9.1% of the total voters
in the five townships.

Table II. Strength of Danish denominational affiliation rates as a
percentage of the total ellglble voters, 1895.

Subdivision

Danish
Lutherans

Danish Baptists
& Adventists

Danish
Nonaffiliation

Audubon County
Oakfield Twp.

56.8%

8 .7%

1.5%

Audubon County
Sharon Twp .
(including
Kimballton)

78 .1

7 .5

3.1

Emmet County
Denmark Twp .
(including
Ringsted)

65 .2

2.2

0.0

Shelby County
Clay Twp .
(including
Elk Horn)

26.8

9.1

17.7

Shelby County
Jackson Twp .

55.0

6.8

8.4

Totals

55.4

7 .5

7.0
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Table Ill. Strength of Danish denomlnatlonal afflllatlon rates as a
percentage of the total number of Danish voters, 1895.

Subdivision

Danish
Lutherans

Danish
Baptists

Danish
Adventists

Danish
Nonaffil.

Audubon County
Oakfield Twp.

84.8%

8.0%

5.1%

2.2%

Audubon County
Sharon Twp.
(including
Kimballton)

88.1

2.5

5.9

3 .5

Emmet County
Denmark Twp.
(including
Ringsted)

96.7

0.0

3.3

0.0

Shelby County
Clay Twp.
(including
Elk Horn)

49.2

7.5

9.2

32.5

Shelby County
Jackson Twp.

78.4

3.7

6.0

11.9

Totals

79.1

4.6

6.1

10.0

Manuscript census data confirm that Danish Americans
acquired citizenship, thus voting privileges, rather quickly,
since relatively few Danish-born males responded negatively
to the inquiry about suffrage eligibility. Furthermore, citizenship responsibilities were taken quite seriously, if election-day
turnouts are a measure of a sense of political obligation.
Table IV summarizes the turnout rates by using the elections
of 1894, 1895, and 1896. The 1895 computations would be the
most valid statistically, since the election occurred within six
months of the compilation of the census. The years 1894 and
1895 involved state elections with contests for Secretary of
State and Governor respectively heading the ballot. The
turnout rates for 1895 averaged better than 80% for all the
townships and approached 90% in one township. The
township with the greatest proportion of Danes (Sharon,
Audubon County) saw over 83% of the eligible voters appear
at the polling place. The 1896 election involved a
high-interest and emotional presidential election, considered
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to be one of the five "critical" national elections in the
republic's history? William Jennings Bryan, the DemocratPopulist fusion candidate, proselytized for an inflationary free
silver program against the conservative gold standard views of
William McKinley. It is impossible to know how many new
voters had moved into these townships or had now reached
their majority, but it appears reasonable to conclude that
virtually every eligible voter was moved to cast a ballot in
this election. The two townships which were virtually all rural
(Oakfield in Audubon County and Jackson in Shelby County),
and which would have been expected to have experienced
the least population growth, and turnout rates of 97 and
104% respectively, using the 1895 census figures. At least for
the late nineteenth century, it appears appropriate to
conclude that eight of every ten eligible Danish voters cast
ballots in relatively low-interest elections and that more than
nine of every ten voters appeared at the polls in high-interest
contests.
Table IV. Voter turnout percentages based on the number of voters In
1895.

1894

1895

1896

Audubon County
Oakfield Twp.

82.5%

75.7%

103.9%

Audubon County
Sharon Twp.
(including
Kimballton)

82.5

83.3

103.1

Emmet County
Denmark Twp.
(including
Ringsted)

66.3

51.7

106.7

Shelby County
Clay Twp.
(including
Elk Horn)

80.9

89.1

95.5

Shelby County
Jackson Twp.

82.2

83.2

96.9 ·

Totals

80.5

80.0

Subdivision
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100.5

Voting returns from these five townships were collected
and analyzed for the thirteen presidential elections and the
twenty-six gubernatorial contests between 1887 and 1936 as
well as for the woman suffrage referendum of 1916. 6 Impressionistic evidence, including speeches, editorials, and manuscripts, has been ignored for the purposes of this study.
Indeed, impressionistic materials in political history can be
misleading. For example, the traditional assumption that the
widespread support among the German American elite for
Abraham Lincoln in 1860 translated into Republican support
at the polls among the German American masses has been
successfully challenged by scholars when local election
returns have been scrutinized and Carl Schurz's speeches
ignored.7 It is, after all, the actions of the unknown thousands
who appear at the polling places that register the ultimate
decisions, not the elite alone.
One notable characteristic of the election behavior of the
five Danish townships is the absence of bloc voting so
familiar to the student of political history. Townships in Iowa
which can be isolated by ethnic homogeneity frequently
translated their group ethnocultural outlook into substantial
majorities for the candidate who expressed, explicitly or
symbolically, their particular world view. A convenient
example involves the gubernatorial campaigns of 1889 and
1891 where the overriding issue in Iowa, as well as in many
other states, was prohibition. As might be predicted,
townships of German and Irish predominance registered
majorities in the neighborhood of 90% for the candidates
who avoided a commitment to the total prohibition of liquor.
Pietistic ethnics, most notably the Norwegian and Swedish
Iowans, voted in similar percentages, but for the candidates
who called for the banishment of demon rum . However, the
Danish voters were much more divided in these elections with
about six of every ten voters voting for the Democratic
candidate for Governor, the candidate who opposed prohibition .
This points to the additional conclusion that, at least in
the case of Iowa, it is inappropriate to speak of the Scandinavian voter. Paul Kleppner found a similar support for
Democratic candidates in the case of Wisconsin's Danes of
the Gilded Age, "unheard of in Swedish and Norwegian
units ."8 However proper the Scandinavian classification may
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be in linguistic, religious, or other cultural contexts, the
Danes exercised a political independence and heterogeneity
which was often in sharp contrast with their Swedish and
Norwegian counterparts .
The Danes were deeply divided in their political loyalties.
Of the thirty-nine national and state elections analyzed in this
study, in only six contests did all of the Danish precincts
register pluralities for the same candidate. Four of these rare
examples of political +ikemindedness were contests for
Governor. In both 1889 and 1891 the Danish precincts voted
for the Democratic candidate, Horace Boies; in 1906 all voted
for the popular Republican progressive, Albert B. Cummins;
and in 1918, in an unprecedented display of unity, all of the
Danish polling places, now numbering seven, 9 cast huge
majorities for the Democratic candidate, Claude R. Porter,
reflecting a reaction to the alleged anti-Danish remarks of the
incumbent, William L. HardingJO In only two instances did
all of the Danish townships vote for the same presidential
candidate; they favored Grover Cleveland in 1892 and
Theodore Roosevelt in 1904.
Whether the bitter division in Danish American Lutheranism-a schism particularly acrimonious in Iowa-in the
1890's is an explanatory variable in this absence of political
cohesion is a somewhat speculative question . But it is the
author's feeling that such a notion cannot be discarded.
Theological polarities among Iowa's Danes did at least assist
in the cementing of different political loyalties and commitments among neighbors of different denominational loyalties.
With the exception of the anti-Harding vote in 1918 and the
support of Franklin D . Roosevelt in 1932, Elk Horn and
Kimballton have voted for opposite parties, at least since
1914, the point at which both towns had voting places
separate from their rural neighbors. Elk Horn, largely loyal to
the more pietistic Inner Mission expression of Danish
Lutheranism, consistently voted Republican with the
exception of the two elections mentioned above. Kimballton,
with its leanings toward a more liberal Grundtvigian Lutheranism, never voted Republican in the period after 1912. And
Elk Horn terminated its depression era flirtation with . the
Democrats in the presidential elections subsequent to 1932.
But the evidence is not totally consistent. The other
Danish township with Democratic proclivities, Jackson in
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Shelby County, had as its principal expression of Lutheranism
a congregation of Inner Mission antecedents . However, the
township's economic and social ties to Kimballton, as well as
the geographic proximity of the two areas, may have contributed to the people's willingness to support Democrats, 11
although thi s loyalty was never as strong as Kimballton's.
Also ; the data for Jackson Township indicate that, for whatever reason , this area remained true to its nineteenth century
Democratic traditions, while the other Danes were shifting
suddenly to the Grand Old Party in the wake of DemocraticPopulist radicalism .
Figure I. Republican presidential vote In 'Iowa, statewide and In Danish
Townships , 1888-1936. ·
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In terms of general voting trends, the aggregate picture
tends to be something like the following (also, see Figures I
and ,ll-): In the 1880's and on into the 1890's the majority of
Iowa's Danes were Democratic, desiring, it may be presumed ,
to avoid the more activistic Republican Party, a party which
was occasionally tainted w ith nativism as well. Of interest
here is the fact, mentioned above, that Paul Kleppner found a
similar Democratic leaning in Wisconsin's Danish areas.12
However, in the mid-nineties, a dramatic sh ift in political
preferences occurred as Iowa's Danes rejected the " radical "
doctrines of Populism . In the crucial presidential election of
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Figure II. Republican gubematorlal vote in Iowa, statewide and In
Danish Townships, 1887-1936.
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1896, the " Demopop" candidate, William Jennings Bryan , vied
with the more conservative Republican candidate, William
McKinley. Then 55% of the voters in the Danish areas, as
contrasted with 36% in the 1892 presidential contest, cast
votes for the Republican , with only Jackson Township voting
for Bryan (by 53.5% , a 23 percentage point slippage for the
Democrats since the previous national election) . Throughout
the next decade and a half, the Danes supported Republican
candidates. The movement away from the Democratic
preferences of the 1880's and 90's clearly came with the takeover of The Democracy by Populist elements, not in the late
stages of the Progressive movement, as Thomas Peter
Christensen claims.13
Some cracks in this Republican hegemony appeared in the
teens. Danes continued to prefer Republicans in state
contests, but in both the 1912 and 1916 contests, opposition
candidates gained pluralities. Theodore Ressovelt's third party
effort in 1912 gained over 42% of the vote in the Danish
sections while Woodrow Wilson , the Democrat, followed with
36% ; William Howard Taft finished a poor third with under
21% . In the two-way contest of 1916, Wilson carried the
Danish un its by 52% in a contest where Democrats exploited
the " He kept us out of war" slogan . World War I also created
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political agony for ethnics in Iowa with the chauvinistic
proclamation by the Republican Governor prohibiting the
speaking for foreign languages in public, worded to include
telephone conversations. In explaining the rational for his
actions, Governor Harding apparently made disparaging
remarks about the Danes coming from the "filth of
Denmark"14 to the pristine farms of Iowa. The result was that
85% of the voters in the Hawkeye state's Danish areas voted
for the Governor's opponent in 1918; these were precincts
which he had carried two years earlier by a proportion in
excess of 63% . In the four voting places in and around Elk
Horn and Kimballton, Harding received only 39 votes of 445
cast, a mere 9% of the ballots. But in the next two decades
the seven Danish precincts in the five townships included in
this study would fail to vote together in any state or national
races for the top executive posts at those levels of government.
The trauma of the World War period and the agricultural
depression of the 1920's were apparently powerful influences
in destroying the popularity of the Grand Old Party in several
of the Danish areas . And, among all of the Danes, the
aggregate figures points to a Republicanism notably less
attractive than for the state as a whole, as Figures I and 11
illustrate.
Most noticeable in their rejection of the Republican party
in the 1920's were the polling places in Kimballton town and
in Jackson Township, and this was true even in the years
when Republicans were enjoying landslides in both state and
national elections . Jackson Township was the only polling
place in Shelby County to reject the popular Warren G .
Harding in •favor of the Democrat, James M. Cox, in the 1920
presidential election . Similarly, Kimballton and Sharon
precincts in Audubon County were the only ones in that
county to register a preference for Cox. All three of these
precincts retained their loyalty to The Democracy throughout
the 1920's, although Sharon precinct occasionally returned
Republican majorities in this watershed decade.
It was the 1928 election, not the Great Depression, which
saw a significant aggregate movement back to the Democrats,
with the Danes supporting that party's candidates for both
President and Governor. In the presidential race Alfred E.
Smith of New York received over 52% of the votes in the
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Danish townships, indicating a refusal to support a native
Iowan , Herbert Hoover. Hoover carried 62% of the statewide
vote. Mjaor themes in the rhetoric of this compaign involved
the Catholicism of Al Smith and his wet views on the prohibition issue. Samuel Lubell has documented the importance
of the 1928 election in signaling, for the first time, an
electoral failure for the Republicans in the large cities, and
leading to the conclusion that the desertion from Republican
ranks commenced prior to the Great Depression . Such an
observation assigns historical importance to the Happy
Warrior's having established the groundwork for the political
revolution of the 1930's.15 An identical interpretation can be
applied to Smith's role in luring Iowa's rural Danes back to
the Democrats . Three of the seven Danish precincts, Denmark
Township in Emmet County, Oakfield Township in Audubon
County, and Elk Horn precinct in Shelby County, supported
Hoover in 1928, but in every instance, by smaller percentages
than their support for Calvin Collidge in 1924.
Franklin Roosevelt completed the triumph of the
Democratic party in the 1932 election . Hoover's reelection bid
was supported by Danes at a level of only slightly in excess of
30% . Subsequent Republican challengers in the new Deal era
did only somewhat better. Alfred Landon obtained less than
40% of the Danish vote in 1936; by 1940 Wendell Willkie
could trim Roosevelt's proportion to slightly less than 60%.
However, one township, Oakfield, never supported the New
Deal , even giving Hoover a slight margin (51%) in 1932. In
addition , the Elk Horn and Rorbeck precincts in Clay
Township of Shelby County quickly returned to their
Republican leanings in the elections following 1932. The
author has not compiled systematically the returns for the
past three decades, but superficial inspection of the election
results indicates the permanence of the Democratic loyalty in
the Kimballton area, whereas the other Danish voting units
have had a Republican tendency, except for unusual
elections, such as the 1964 Johnson-Coldwater contest, for
example .
Danish voters in Iowa have eschewed third party efforts
throughout the state's history with the exceptions of the years
1912 (Theodore Roosevelt's Bull Moose party) and 1924
(Robert La Follette's Progessive movement) . Both of these
progressive parties were ephemeral and dominated by famous
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personalities. Prohibition , Populist, and Socialist parties have
had v irtually no attraction for the Danish American voter. For
example, James B. Weaver, an Iowan, engineered a relatively
strong effort for the Presidency on the Populist ticket in 1892,
receiving 8.5% of the national popular vote and 4.6% of the
vote in Iowa. But, in the state's Danish townships, less than
1% of the voters were inclined to waste their vote on a third
party . Danes were similarly unrespo11sive to the candidacy of
John F. Hanson on the Prohibition ticket for Governor in
1903, with but two citizens casting votes for a third party
candidate, even though he had a Scandinavian surname.
Iowa's voters registered their opinion on woman suffrage
in a plebiscite in 1916 on a proposed amendment to the state
constitution which would have deleted the word " male" from
the suffrage requirements . Six of the seven Danish precincts
cast negative ballots by percentages ranging from 52 to 68 .
Only one unit, Kimballton , supported this social / poli t ical
change, but by the barest of margins, 29 to 28. Kimballton 's
dissent from the political attitudes of its Danish comrades was
again salient. Cumulative results in these townships indicate
six of every ten voters rejected the notion of women at the
polls, a level of rejection considerably higher than the
statewide negative vote of 51 .5%. However, when woman
suffrage came four years later by federal amendment, the
turnout increase would indicate little reluctance on the part
of Dani sh women to assert the newly won prerogative. In the
Danish areas approximately 60% more voters appeared in the
voting statistics for the 1920 election as compared to the previous presidential contest; statewide, the increase was 73% .
Figures I and 11 also compare and contrast the Republican
percentages cast by two groups, the Danish voters and the
entire state's electorate, in gubernatorial and presidential
elections, showing both the changes over time and the
relation ship between the two groups. Perhaps the salient
picture these constructs draw is the proximity of the Danes to
the trends of the larger society, with the single exception of
the Danish alienation from the Republicans in 1918.
Although the Danes were much more strongly committed to
the Democratic party than were the citizens of the state as a
whole in the 1880's and early 90's, the abandonment of this
loyalty was quite rapid in the wake of party realignments
stimulated by the Populi st movement. Consequently, these
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areas were transformed into Republican strongholds,
somewhat more loyal to the G .O .P. than was the state as a
whole. Following World War I, the Danes continued to
resemble the statewide trends, but with less enthusiasm for
the Republicans than was exhibited by the rest of the state.
And, along with the larger society, the Danes were converted
to The Democracy during the economic confusion of the
1920' s and 30's, tending again to support the majority party at
slightly stronger levels than the rest of the state. In a word ,
the Danes as a group have not been particularly extraordinary
in their voting demeanor, either at the levels of support for
the two parties or in their tendency to follow the general
trends.
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Thoughts At Sunrise
By Olaf R. Juhl

Good Morning - and will the class please come to order.
Could it be that I choose this opening because I, as far
back as I can remember, wanted to be a teacher? Somehow I
never quite made it, although I believe that I could have if
circ umstances during a certain period of my youth had not
had other designs for me. Let me add that any regrets I might
have today are purely of a sentimental nature.
This morning we shall attempt to analyze the trials and
tribulations, the mental problems and misgivings of an
American , by adoption, in transferring his loyalties from one
nation to another, and finally also look at some of the
pleasures and satisfactions he has gained during the process.
It was not so long ago that a lady passed a remark to me a remark which at least was intended to be somewhat
complimentary . She gave me credit for becoming American at
an early date . If she meant that I, soon after my arrival on the
American scene, accepted America, with all its faults and all
its favors, and in so doing took on the responsibilities and
shared the many available benefits which are part of good
citizenship, then I believe that I can , in all humility, accept
the compliment.
On the other hand, if the lady was implying that I quickly
had become American in thoughts and in outlook on life in
general , then it is quite evident that she does not know me as
well as she thought she did.
I have never been able to deny my roots or to adopt fully
the American thought process, and I have gradually come to
the conclusion that in my case it can 't be done that way. I
shall at this point try to illustrate this for you in the following
manner.
It happened a number of years ago that, upon a visit to
the land of my birth, I was asked by an old aunt if at some
future date I would return to Denmark and simply remain
there. I had to answer her in the negative. " Let me explain to
you , auntie . I look upon my relationship with America as a
marriage . America is like a wife to me, and considering that I
am happily married to her, I will continue to live with her.
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On the other hand, I feel that my relationship to Denmark is
like that of a son to his mother. I have a certain love for her
and, on that basis, it is my wish to come back and visit her as
often as I have an opportunity." My aunt did not pursue the
matter any further, but I believe that she somehow understood my position . I trust that the native American will bear
with me, and have patience with those thoughts coming from
the heart of a foreign-born citizen .
During the years, I have heard many immigrants express
themselves with great appreciation for the new life, and the
many opportunities they found in America. I also heard, and
saw in print, some of the natives emphasize to us who are
foreign-born - that we should be forever grateful for being
accepted here under our American system of unexcelled
freedom and liberty. Some of these well-intending friends get
very definite about this, and they take for granted that there
can be no question about it. Furthermore, it is true. The
United States has been a haven and refuge for millions of
people who found happiness here, to the extent that they had
never even dared dream about while they were still living in
the old country .
Personally, I have never had very strong feelings about
this. Although, like so many others, I had been subjected to
rather degrading experiences on Ellis Island, I suppose I was
never ·an immigrant in the true sense of the word . I left
Denmark as a young man seeking adventure and new learning
abroad, fully intending to return and take my place in the
Danish community. I did not leave my native country
because I was unhappy or disillusioned , and neither was I
" escaping" from some wrongdoing. I was not disappointed in
love, and I had no problem getting along with my relatives . I
was not unemployed, and generally speaking, life so far had
been quite good to me . As far as liberty and freedom were
concerned , I had no reason to anticipate any special
improvements.
From the very beginning, I enjoyed life in America to the
fullest extent, but that was really no different from what I was
used to. There were certain problems. I had people tell me
that this was truly God's country . While I did ot enter into
any argument about it, I confessed to myself that I did not
realize that God had any country which was especially his,
and if he did, I would not approve of it. I had thought right
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along that, if one country was better off than some other
countries, it was not by God's design but rather through the
failures of man.
Of course, I paid no attention to the fellow worker on the
construction job where I was employed who said I would not
be a real American until I had sat at a lunch counter in a
diner and eaten ham and eggs with fried potatoes, or gotten
intimately acquainted with a lady of skin color different from
mine. However, it bothered me some when I heard remarks
about the foreigners who came here and "took the work"
away, and they were thus accused of depressing the labor
market. I had thought of it as a two-way street. While those
foreigners "produced," they also "consumed," so it could
reality be only a question of a surplus between production
and consumption - a surplus which I thought we, as a nation,
could easily dispose of to other and poorer countries where it
was badly needed. If we could not sell it because they had no
money, we could give it away without hurting our national
economy.
I heard those remarks about the gratitude we owed
America, and here again I thought it was a two-way street. In
my own case, I appreciated the fact that the country of
Denmark had provided quite well for my childhood and my
basic education, and when the time came that I should be of
some usefulness to the country I had left it. Here I was in
America ready to be a producer, and hopefully a useful
citizen and America had not had to spend a single penny for
my upbringing or for whatever education I had absorbed
throughout my formative years.
There were other minor problems such as the time when I
got into a friendly debate with a fellow worker, and he let me
know that my opinion as a foreign-born did not carry the
same weight as that of a native. He implied that, in my
capacity, it behooved me to keep my opinions to myself,
especially, I suppose, as long as they did not agree with his .
Luckily, such narrowminded rebukes were rare. In this case, I
quickly told my friend that I considered myself just as good
an American as he. I added, perhaps a bit facetiously, "In a
way I have it all over you . At any rate, I am here by choice
while you are here merely by coincidence."
In some ways it is easier to be a native than an adopted
citizen . The natives do not have to make decisions as to
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where they belong. They do not have to choose nationality,
and they do not have to swear loyalty before the Court, and
thereby cut yet another thread from their roots . All of a
sudden it dawns upon the new citizen that he and his
parents, sisters and brothers, etc., no longer are members of,
in my case for instance, the same democracy. On the other
hand , I have no quarrel with this oath . It is just something we
are dutybound to accept.
There were other items with which I had my difficulties. I
discovered that the school children were required every
morning to pledge allegiance, and that this same pledge was
used in many other situations. I could not see the necessity of
this eternal pledging, and I thought, " how can it keep from
becoming rote?" It wasn't so many years since I had gone
through grade school in Denmark, and I recalled how we
always started the day by singing such songs as "I Q)sten
Stiger Solen op," or "Morgenstund har Guld I Mund," and we
closed the day's work with "Der staar et Slot i Vesterled ,11 or
" Klokken slaar, Tiden gaar," etc . Anyone familiar with Danish
songbooks will know that they have a large selection of
similar beautiful morning and evening songs to choose from .
It struck me that the Danish procedure was more attractive,
and I still get sentimental when I think of those periods of
singing. Of course, we had the advantage of already being a
homogeneous people, while we in America even today are a
long way from homogeneity, and it becomes desirable for us
to use various means for developing national unity.
During those early years it bothered me a bit that the
natives with great emphasis time and time again , brought up
the matter of American liberty, American freedom, or whatever name you call it. It was spoken of as something
exclusively American . I could not see that I had any greater
freedom here than what I was used to, except that I could
travel further without a passport. In my homeland, such
privileges as freedom of speech, freedom of press , freedom of
religion , etc., had been established for decades. Surely we
had a state church, but you did not have to belong to it if
you did not want to. One freedom we did not have was the
much disputed "right" in America to bear arms as per the
Second Amendment to the Constitution . It is my personal
opinion that this is a right we would very well do without. At
any rate, I do not believe that whatever reasons may have
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existed many years ago for the establishment of this amendment are valid at this time.
In other ways it seemed as though freedom in Denmark
was even developed to a higher degree than here . For
instance, the right to be controversial or to hold unpopular
opinions . We found in America, especially during the
McCarthy era, that non-conformists in many cases, and often
without good reason, were haunted by the FBI and other
government security agencies. This easily led to their being
blacklisted as security risks and deprived of employment.
During my youth, I hardly ever heard of what we today speak
of as "gay" persons, but I suppose we also had some of them
in those days. If we did, they were not subject to loss of their
civil rights because of it.
During a period in the sixties, Denmark had a very bad
image in our country on account of its supposedly "free
attitude" towards the promotion of pornography. This attitude
was, in reality, based on freedom of expression . Testrup, the
Minister of Justice, declared that "we have come to the
conclusion that our police department is not qualified to
determine what people should read or not read, and we have
more important things to do than snoop around for naughty
pictures or whatever might be offered for sale to curious
persons." We have to agree that this statement contains a
great deal of merit and common sense.
Certainly, there should be some limitation on the spread
of indencency, but our standards change rapidly . We in
America have come a long way in permissiveness during the
past decade, while Denmark, from my personal observation,
seems to have retreated in the opposite direction - not by
law, but more by plain disinterest among the people. It is a
sort of " now you see it and now you don't - and who cares."
In the meantime we find, for instance, Playboy Magazine
(Enterprises), with all its questionable contents, has gained
sufficient respect to qualify for the privilege of interviewing a
candidate for president, and its shares are quoted on the
venerable New York Stock Exchange.
I acknowledged in the early part of this "confessional"
that my conversion to American thinking had been a long
time process . Even today, after many years, I am still
struggling with it. However, there is no question in my mind
that the United States is my country. During my early years
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here, I was an observer who continually drew comparisons
between America and Europe, and I looked upon America
with a visitor's eyes. However, something must have
happened along the way, because I discovered that I no
longer had any doubt about where I belong. I believe the
transformation must have taken place mainly during the war,
when it indeed was imperative that we stand together and act
in unison . Although , as I mentioned in the beginning, I still
do not have quite the same outlook on life as the average
native-born American, I have found during my many visits to
Denmark since the war, that while I still draw comparisons I
am now the visitor who looks at things and conditions over
there from a visitor's point of view. I could leave Copenhagen
with its clean streets (although they are not quite as clean as
they used to be) , and return to New York with its gutters in
many places filled with filth , and with its seedy sidewalks, its
Harlem and its Bronx, and I could accept it all as being part
of my responsibility - on a " now I am where I belong and this
is my home" basis .
I have heard complaints from American visitors to
Denmark - and especially American visitors of Danish descent
- that they heard too much criticism of the United States and
our behavior, both in domestic and world affairs . This was
particularly true during the years of the Vietnam war. I
personally have never had much trouble with that, but I will
come to the defense of America whenever I feel she is being
unduly criticized, or I will keep my mouth shut in the rare
cases where I have felt really did not have a good defense.
By the same token , I will , I suppose due to my sentimental
attachment to Denmark, come to her defense whenever I hear
at home feel that she is being wrongly castigated by
misinformed persons, yes, even in some cases by visiting
Danish citizens .
It is a strange situation, but Danes or Europeans in
general , except the Norwegians, will travel abroad and join in
or even initiate criticism of their own country . The
Norwegians sing, "Ja, vi elsker dette Landet," and they mean
it. In my experience, I have found that especially the Danes
and the British are apt to unload about their political and
economic problems abroad and also at home to visitors from
abroad . This is one thing about us in America . We can argue
between ourselves, we can admit to ourselves that there is
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room for improvement in our national life, but in general we
only tell foreign visitors about "how good we have it," and it
would not usually occur to any of us to go abroad and wash
our dirty linen.
I shall try to analyze for a minute what it is that
sentimentally binds me to Denmark. Well, first of all there are
my roots, which I have come to appreciate more and more as
I grow older. My childhood was there, and while we were
poor, this was only in material values. As the youngest of six
children, I was surrounded by loving parents, brothers and
sisters. There was no poverty in that area. I appreciate that I
learned to work at an early age. My education was not broad,
but it has proven to be ample. I served my apprenticeship,
and my formal schooling during that period was only what I
could pick up by attending evening classes. However, it must
have been pretty good, as I feel I have been fully competitive
also in the American labor market. In my heart, I feel deep
appreciation for those first 22 years. I am proud of being a
product of the same culture as Hans Cristian Andersen, B. S.
lngemann, Grundtvig, Christen Kold, . Jeppe Aakjaer, and
scientists such as Ole R¢mer, H.C. 0rsted, Valdemar Poulsen
and Niels Bohr, just to mention a few.
I recall, at the age of 12, getting tremendously interested
in the Danish political system, and for me democracy per se
became almost a religion. There was nothing hybrid about
that system especially after it resulted in a unicameral parliament, and shortly thereafter when a revised election law
establishing pro rata figures for political representation
became a reality. Today I am not so sure about the survival
of democracy anywhere in the world, but in those days I
considered it a real panacea.
I think with pride of a small nation producing a songbook
such as the one used at the folk high schools with several
hundred songs. They were not all equally good, but in the
majority, they were of high quality and purpose. Thi~. book
was adopted in a revised form by the Danish immigrants in
America, and is still used here and there on special occasions.
Eventually, when it was evident that it was no longer feasible
to reprint it in the Danish language, it became the forerunner
to the "World of Song." I know of no other small nation
which has been nurtured by such a cultural product, and in
such volume. Today it makes my heart ache when I find that
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the Danes themselves make comparatively little use of it.
Lastly, I am happy that it was in that little country school,
where I obtained my early education , that I learned to love
those beautiful morning and evening songs with which we
began and ended each school day. I say this although I
cannot carry a tune. I am especially sorry to learn that, today
even among many of the children 's schools in Denmark,
singing is considered as something that is square and old
fashioned .
Now then , what was it that attracted me to become a part
of America? Well , first of all it was here that I found myself.
It was here that I became aware of the cultural values I had
left behind , and I had the opportunity of sharing with other
Danish immigrants, or second generation sons and daughters
of those immigrants, an interest in song, lectures, games, etc.,
while producing our own programs. I believe we thought we
had something of value which could be used as our contribution to the culture of America .
I found much in the history of America that interested me
immensely. For instance, there is our Constitution. The
original Danish Constitution of 1849 surely had approximately
the same goals, but by comparison it was rather a terse
document consisting of short staccato paragraphs, while the
earlier Constitution of the United States was filled with lofty
idealistic expressions, and the hope for a future with justice
and equality for all. I found at an early date that America had
a wealth of great persons whom I could admire, and in some
instances even idolize. I shall here mention at random a few
of them , some of whom have been of great importance in our
political life . Some were writers and performers who had
entertained or amused me, and there were some who had done
much to awaken the social con science of America : George
Washington , Thomas Jefferson, the Adams family, Benjamin
Franklin, Abraham Lincoln , the two Roosevelts - Theodore
and Franklin, Woodrow Wilson , John Steinbeck, Helen Keller,
Jane Addams, Jacob Riis, Booker T. Washington , Harriet
Beecher Stowe, Jack London , Thoreau , Whitman , Longfellow,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, John Marshall (the Chief Justice),
Herbert Hoover, Al Smith, Norman Thomas, Will Rogers; and
of a newer date, Harry Truman , George Marshall, Pearl Buck,
Martin Luther King, Adlai Stevenson , Rogers and Hammerstein , Helen Hayes, Benny and Crosby. I believe I will have to
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include Eisenhower, more for his good intentions and his
grandfatherly approach to the presidency than for his great
mind, and last but not least, Hubert H . Humphrey. I could go
on with another full page, but I must stop somewhere.
My first opportunity to vote in an American election was
in 1928. Just to illustrate my own narrow-mindedness of years
ago, I found that I could not vote for Hoover because he was
too conservative, and I could not vote for Smith because he
was Cathol ic. Consequently, I picked Norman Thomas, whom
I considered worthy of a vote, although of course I realized
that in a way I was throwing a vote away. Today I could
disregard those prejudices based on partisanship or religion if
I thought the man per se was intellectually competent, of
good intentions and some broadmindedness. To illustrate this
further, Gerald Ford, although during his many years in
congress he consistently voted against what I was in favor of,
would in my opinion qualify on the basis if intentions and
tolerance.
I feel indebted to America because I was "accepted ." My
first real boss who listened to my meager vocabulary made
some notes on a piece of paper, and bless his heart, I saw
him add at the bottom of the page, "He is Danish and he
looks good ." He hired me three weeks later to work in his
plant cutting salted herring into "fork bite" sizes. I stayed
there for 18 years . However, the herring job lasted only six
months . By that time I became the company bookkeeper, and
later on I was a salesman calling on grocery jobbers and I was
the corporation secretary . I quit once during those 18 years,
but when after a return trip to Denmark I came to the conclusion I had not as yet had enough of America, I was quickly
rehired , after I sent him a telegram saying I was ready to
come back - and was my job still open? Not only was I
accepted by an employer, but I also got along quite well in
the American community and found much to appreciate
among American young people .
At any rate, they compared quite well with the young
people I used to chum around with in Denmark . Surely there
were different priorities here and there, such as the American
youth had by and large a greater interest in sports, and there
were a greater number aiming at securing a college
education . The Danish youth, which I had associated with,
had a greater interest in politics, in debating and lecture
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clubs, and in the trade union movement. I recall during those
early years that some of my new friends were taken aback
when I expressed an interest in attending a meeting in one of
our city parks where Eugene Debs was to be the speaker. It
took me a while to reconcile myself to the fact that, in spite
of all our talk about freedom and liberty, it was not popular
to be a non-conformist in America. I also foresaw that,
although I considered myself a political liberal, my liberalism
was not of a kind that would give me any trouble, and I can
now at this late date say that it never did . However, I felt a
certain sympathy for others whose attitude was less tempered,
to the extent that they became controversial. I have tried to
maintain for myself an attitude of tolerance, but this does
not reach out to the revolutionary - the ones who profess a
willingness to use force as a means towards an end, and this
inlcudes both those at the extreme left and right. To illustrate
this point let me add that, at this time I do not agree with the
A .C.L.U ., that the Nazi party should be granted a license to
parade at Skokie, Ill. My attitude would be the same if the
applicants were avowed communists. We can not keep people
from holding extreme views to the extent that if they were
carried out they would be destructive to our democracy, but I
fail to see that we have a duty to encourage or support them .
There were other meetings besides the Debs affair, which
by the way was a disappointment to me. Thus, I attended a
meeting at the Minneapolis Armory where Robert LaFollette
was the speaker. I can still see him at the podium as he, in
the heat of the evening, removed his suitcoat while walking
back and forth gesticulating and declaiming his convictions. I
went to the Hippodrome to listen to the great orator William
Jennings Bryan - the free silver advocate, twice the
Democratic candidate for president who was spoken of as
" The Commoner." He spoke for an hour and a half to the
huge audience, and it seemed as though during that period
you could here a pin drop. However, in this case he did not
speak of politics. It was during or shortly thereafter the
Scopes trial was pending, and he was speaking against
Darwin's theory of evolution. I could not agree with him, but
it was a great experience to listen to him . By the way, he died
quite suddenly shortly after his visit to St. Paul.
His daughter, Ruth Bryan Owen Rhode, was at one time (I
believe in the thirties), Ambassador to Denmark where she
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was extremely popular. She came to speak at the Auditorium,
and she impressed me as a great intellectual. She almost
duplicated her illustrious father in oratorical ability. If I recall
correctly, her subject was the "Peace Movement."
At a later date I listened to the great journalist and author,
Walter Lippmann, when he came to deliver a lecture at the
University. This also turned out to be a memorable evening,
and all together these experiences played a great part in my
conversion from a Dane to an American . However, I must
confess that the real contribution came about by the fact that
my sons, daughters-in-law, and grandchildren are native-born .
They will never know, nor will they ever understand, the deep
seated duplication of sentiment which in some instances has
permeated the hearts and minds of their forebears . Surely, I
know that there were some of the newcomers who embarked
from shipside in New York, and who quickly forgot their
native country . Somehow they felt that they thus did
themselves and America a favor . I do not agree with that
thinking, and I am afraid that their feelings for America
became just as shallow as their sentiments for the old country
evidently had been .
I happen not to consider the duplication as mentioned
throughout the preceding paragraphs as a burden . On the
contrary, I think of it a:s a privilege in which my descendants
will not be able to participate . Through the last 55 years of
my life I have been nurtured by two different cultures - the
American and the Danish - or on a larger scale that of
Northwestern Europe.
We hear voices among us who do not care to be referred
to as Danish-Americans, as though this would imply that we
who are born in Denmark, or are descendants of Danish
immigrants, are different from other Americans. However, as
a general rule, that particular terminology is used only to
identify us with our rootage . It does not otherwise differentitate us from other Americans.
Now that I am about to complete this thesis, I have just
passed my 79th birthday. While I seem to be of reasonable
sound mind and body, there are dificiencies which have to be
recognized . I can not expect to be around this pleasant life
for so many more years . When my time is up, I will place
myself in the care of God, and it will no longer matter
whether I am this or that . I will then also say, " Thank you
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America for including me in . I hope I have not disappointed
you."

Olaf Juhl is a Minneapolis, Minnesota, businessman. He emigrated from Denmark
to the United States in 1921 . As a young man in Denmark he was active in the
grocery trade and the trade union movement. Although he indicates that he
planned it otherwise, soon after his arrival in the U.S.A. he entered the grocery
business. He is presently management consultant, on a part time basis, with Lyon
Food Products, inc. of Minneapolis. He sends his apologies for using the pronoun
"I" so profusely in his article. However, since he is interested in sharing his own
experience and, hopefully, finding a "mutual consciousness of roots" with others,
how else should he have written it?
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P.S. Vig and The Americanization
Issue During World War I
By Peter L. Petersen

World War I and the Americanization campaigns which
accompanied it had a pr0found impact upon ethnic relations
in the United StatesJ Although German-Americans bore the
brunt of rapidly emerging anti-foreign sentiments, no ethnic
group was totally free of suspicion and public condemnation .
In Iowa, Governor William Lloyd Harding defended his
proclamation forbidding the public use of foreign languages
by attacking the Danish element in the Hawkeye State's
population. According to the Governor, who was speaking
before a large crowd at Sac City on July 4, 1918, young Danes
in Iowa were not getting a proper American upbringing.
Pointing to the continued widespread use of Danish in
churches and schools, Harding alleged "when they get
through they are full grown, 100 per cent Dane." This
suggested an appalling lack of gratitude. "Now, think of a
man who was brought from the filth of Denmark and placed
on a farm for which he was paid perhaps $3 an acre," Harding
asked his audience. "Ye gods and fishes, what Iowa has done
for him he never can repay ."2
Harding's remarks produced a storm of charge and countercharge which buffeted Iowa for weeks . 3 Many Danes were
understandably offended by the Governor's words and
expressed their anger and disappointment in letters to various
newspapers. One such letter came from the pen of Dr. Peder
Sorensen Vig (1854-1928), noted theologian and historian .
Ironically, Vig, who was serving as President of Trinity
Theological Seminary, Blair, Nebraska, had always been
a moderate on the language issue. For more than twenty years
he had been warning Danish-American pastors that the use of
English in their religious services was inevitable. 4 Nevertheless, the tone and content of his letter to the anti-Harding Des
Moines Register reflects the trauma of recent events and is a
clear indication of the shock and anger which many
Americans of immigrant stock felt when superpatriots
questioned their loyalty.5
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TO THE EDITOR :
I hope you will not find it out of the way that I, though not
a present citizen of your state, send you these lines with a
few bits of the past history of my countrymen, the Danes, in
the Hawkeye state. I took my citizen's papers in your state in
1894, in Shelby county, and I have ever since tried to be true
to the oath of allegiance to the United States, which I then
swore, and I have never had the faintest idea that the use of
the Danish language, in public or in private, was contrary to
that oath and to true citizenship, and I do not believe so yet.
His excellency, Governor Harding of Iowa, took occasion
when speaking at Sac City on Independence day, to rap the
Danes of Iowa, without distinction , for not being true
Americans, but ungrateful foreigners who never could repay
Iowa what it had done for them , coming as they were from
the filth of Denmark to wealth and opulence in the ri ch state
of the middle west.
If the papers have quoted the governor correctly, he did
not go to the trouble of verifying his wholesale and unqualified accusation, not to say condemnation , of no small part
of the citizens of his state. Such procedure would not seem
to be in harmony with the great Declaration of Independence,
which certainly was read at the celebration at Sac City. It
would seem that the honorable governor of Iowa must have
had special and valid reasons for making the Danes of all
foreign citizens of Iowa the special object of his gubernatorial
ire on such an occasion . But what the reasons were does not
appear.
I. know we are living in extraordinary turbulent times in
which we see things done and hear things said, which we, a
few years ago, would have thought impossible, and I know
also that public officers in such times have burdens laid upon
them that are far from being light, and that they therefore
need the help and assistance of the public in a higher degree
than usual. But it would seem on the other hand, that a
pb!blic functionary in such times would take special care not
to stir up class strife, and have dignity and respect enough for
the public trust given him not to wound the feelings of his
fellow citizens.
Let me say : If the Danes of Iowa deserve the public
obloquy the governor has seen fit to throw upon them , it is
only right and proper that they get it. But on the other hand
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if the accusation be unfounded, it would seem to fall back
on the accuser and prove him not to possess such qualifications as are indispensable in a public functionary in a
democratic state.
It does not appear how far the governor of Iowa is
acquanted with the Danish born inhabitants of the state. His
words , if rightly quoted, would indicate that his acquaintance
is at best very superficial , and that he has drawn upon his
imagination to get what he wanted for his purpose in hand .
He knows that there are Danes in Iowa, that they speak
Danish and are not ashamed of it, which certainly is true.
And why should they be? It is no fault of theirs that they
were born in Den'm ark, they simply could not help it, for they
had no choi ce in that matter. A person may be born and
raised in Denmark and still be a good American citizen, and a
dog may be born and raised in America and still be a dog.
And it is no crime in them that they speak and use the
language into which they wre born ; it is but natural and not
detrimental to true American citizenship. And a person not
having respect for the language into which he was born is
not worth much as a citizen to any state. And if it be said
that everybody ought to speak the original language, why
then do not the Iowans speak Indian? The name of their
beautiful state is Indian, as far as I know. Why not their
Language also?
Citizenship, true loyalty and the speaking of any certain
language do not absolutely go together. If so were the case
there could be no American speaking traitors nor many true
patriots speaking a foreign tongue. But we all know that there
are many of both classes and only too many of the first.
Patriotism and loyalty are not matters of the lip, but of the
heart, otherwise a parrot might be patriotic, and a stammerer
dying for his country a filthy slacker only, according to the
logic of fanaticism .
No language in itself is either loyal or disloyal, but it is the
use made of such language that counts. That being the true
test of the matter, I am sure that the great majority of
American citizens of Danish birth are 100 percent American,
although many of them can speak the American language but
faultily . And I ought to know, having lived and worked
among them for thirty-nine years, in Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin
and Nebraska and have m.e t ten s of thousands of them and
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have studied their history of the past in times of peace as
well as in times of war, and I can assure you that my beloved
countrymen, although foreign-born, are not foreigners as far
as love and loyalty to their adopted country are concerned .
That they speak the American language very imperfectly is
no fault of theirs, for they were out of school age when they
came here, had to work, and work hard to make a living to
support their families, and schools were few and far between
in those days, and to get them nearer they had to build them
themselves, and they did build them and took good care to
send their children to school and have them taught the
language of the country. The American schoolma'am was the
most respected person in the community in those days on the
frontier, for she taught the children and the children taught
their parents in turn .
And today, in the majority of Danish homes in America,
they use two languages, the young speak English among
themselves but mostly Danish to their parents and older
people that is American Danish, a most wonderful language
and interesting in the extreme. The old folks speak mostly
Danish for the very good reason that they understand that
best. But they are all, old and young, 100 per cent American
and need no compulsory education to become so, and would
consider such an idea an affront.
But, Mr. Editor, as I have taken up too much space already.
I'll have to close and leave out bits of the past history of the
Danes in Iowa till some other time. Only let me say that forty
years ago a poor Danish minister and his congregation on the
frontier in the southeastern part of Shelby county, Iowa, built
a Danish Folk's High school in which they taught the Danish
immigrants and their children the rudiments of the American
language, history and literature, gave them instruction, room,
board and lodging for the same money that it would take to
live in a boarding house in town. At this institution between
three and four thousand young men and women have got a
start in life which they appreciate today, whether found in
professors chairs or in less conspicuous places, and will
testify that it is not true that we foreign born ministers are
holding our people back from becoming true Americans.
Thanking you for your kindness and the stand you so fearlessly have taken in this principally very important matter.
P.S. Vig, Trinity Theological Seminary, Blair, Neb.,
July 26, 1918.
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Dana College. He currently resides in Canyon , Texas, where he is a Professor of
History at West Texas State University. Among his recent articles is "A New Oslo
on the Plains: The Anders L. Mordt Land Company and Norwegian Migration to
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"Schools For Life"
By Harold Petersen
A man having read Schools For Life remarked , "It is a good
book, but Enok still hasn't told us what a folk school is." I
doubt that there is any living American today who knows
better what a folk is than Enok Mortensen . If he has not
defined what a folk school is through the pages of his book it
is because- the folk school cannot be defined in such a way
that it has- meaning to a person who does not know what the
folk school is. It has to be experienced . It carries with it a
spirit that one comes to carry within one's whole being and
comes to be expressed in words and deeds and attitudes in
one's life.
Enok Mortensen , throughout his book, does reflect those
inner values that the Folk School gave him . About his first
Folk School experience at Nysted in Nebraska he writes, " For
me it was a rejuvenating experience, listening and learning.
From one point of view it was like coming home to find halfforgotten values, and I cherish the cozy little world of the
school, a close knit community of kindred souls; but
paradoxically the world also widened and became larger and I
sensed new goals and purposes for my life." .... " With mind
awakened and imagination kindled my heart from then on
belong to Nysted and to the Folk School."
The first chapter of the book is devoted to the background
of the Folk School in Denmark and N .F.S. Grundtvig's
emphasis on " enlightenment of life." In this chapter he also
tells about the first folk schools and the early leaders such as
Christian Flor, Rasmus Sorensen and Christen Kold .
However, most of the book deals with the history of life,
the aspirations, the ideals and the struggles of the Folk School
and its leaders in America . A valuable historical description is
presented of six of the schools that were in operation for
years on American soil. The first, Elk Horn , Iowa, was
founded in 1878. Then followed Ashland in Michigan, Nysted
in Nebraska, Danebod in Tyler, Minnesota, Atterdag in
Solvang, California and Dalum in Canada.
As we read about the frustrations, the lack of funds for
operation, frequently a lack of students, and lack of sufficient
community interest, we can realize that those who worked to
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build the Folk Schools were dedicated p~_o ple who had a
vision and a purpose in mind. They were looking beyond
mere institutions toward communities enriched by the lives of
men and women who had tasted the good life in the close
knit type of living which the school had given them .
Mortensen tells about at least two instances where the
school burned-enough to make the weak-hearted abandon
any further attempts to pursue the course they had begun .
But the schools were rebuilt, and larger than before. In spite
of the other hardships four of the schools continued to draw
students until the early 1930s. Even after they ceased to exist
their influence has been felt through those who attended
them and through their contributions to the life of church
and community in the areas where they lived .
It must not be overlooked that Enok Mortensen pays tribute
to the men and women who were the leaders in these
schools. Each school strongly reflected the personality and
the intellect of the man at the helm. This writer remembers
well the day when the Folk Schools were not always called by
name, but referred to as "Knudsen's School", or "H¢jbjerg's
School", "Aage M¢11er's School", "Evald Kristensen's School",
etc. Enok Mortensen has given us an excellent portrayal of
the leaders, pointing to their strength, and to some degree, to
their weaknesses. This is important. Without the inspired and
dedicated leaders there would have been no folk schools.
Mortensen ends his book with the following paragraph :
"The indisputable fact is that in spite of failures and
incredible obstacles, the Folk School for almost 60 years
succeeded in contacting thousands of Danish American young
people whose lives were enriched, touched by a spirit,
surrounded by a climate difficult to classify or define, but an
essence which in many instances gave their lives content,
meaning and identity. Though the Danish American folk
schools have been failures in surviving the process of being
transplanted to American soil, they were not failures to those
whose intellects were sharpened, whose curiosity for learning
was stimulated and whose hearts were warmed and
challenged to nobler achievements ."
If you know what the folk school was, you will find
yourself in the midst of great memories as you read the book.
If you do not know the Folk School you will find Enok
Mortensen's book informative and good reading.
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The book costs $5.00, postpaid, and may be ordered from the Danish American
Heritage Society, 29672 Dane Lane, Junction City, Oregon 97448.
Schools For Life--A Danish American Experiment in Adult Education by Enok
Mortensen, American Publishing Company, Askou, Minnesota, 1977.

Harold Petersen was for more than 30 years a pastor seruing Danish American
congregations in the former American Euangelical Lu.theran Church. In his early
years he was closely associated with many of the leaders of the Danish Folk
Schools in this country. He is presently retired and liues in Tyler, Minnesota.
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"Heinrich Tonnies"
By Egon P. Bodtker
Heinrich Tonnies has been known to Danish archivists and
photo-historians primarily for his topographical views of
Aalborg . His pictures made Aalborg the second most photographed city in Denmark in the 19th century. Alexander
Alland has ensured Tennies a place among recorders of social
history by the exhibit in Aalborg he arranged in 1975. For this
redirection of our attention we in D .A .H .S. and others are
indeed thankful.
Between 1864 and 1902 Heinrich Tennies took portraits of
no fewer than 75,000 individuals. During the height of the
Danish emigration from Jutland, 1870-1890, Tonnies photographed at least 45,000 individuals, many of whose names,
addresses and occupations he recorded .
Ansel Adams writes that " Tonnie's prints are beautiful,
extraordinary quality. It is good to see the historical spirit
displayed in beautiful images ." This succinct statement
summarizes the content of the book. Alland has provided in a
four page introduction a short essay on photo-history of the
nineteenth century dealing both with technical developments
and stylistic changes, and the role which one Danish
photographer played in the events of that time. In addition,
Alland has provided us with some high quality portraits of
19th century Danes.
The people are portrayed with an intensity of feeling which
belies the formal rules for portraiture in the 19th century.
Their eyes are full of feeling, the set of the jaw gives evidence
of their attitude, the stances which they take reflect the
familial relationship. The portraits range from busts of strong
willed burghers, through the " dandies" of the time, and a pair
of coquettish girls behind an ironing board, to a small child
determined to play the violin. The formality of portraiture is
perhaps best reflected by the young chimney sweep standing
on an ornate rug and framed against a classical backdrop.
Mr. Alland has already given us Jacob A . Riis, Photographer
and Citizen (1974) . This book is a welcome addition to a
growing photo-literature reflecting the status of people at the
time in which they, or many of their fellow countrymen, were
deciding to emigrate.
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Heinrich Tii nnies -- Cartes-deVisite Photographer Extraordinaire by Alexander
A/land, Sr., Camera/ Graphic Press LTD., P.O. Box 1702, F.D.R. Station, New York,
N. Y. 10022., $12.95.
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MEMBERSHIP

FORM

Please enro l I me as a member of the
DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY.
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP (ind ividual or family)

. $ 10.00

SUSTAINING MEMBERSHIP (individual or family)

. $ 25 .00

I would like to support the Danish American
Heritage Society with an addition al contr ibution of

$

Name
Address

City

State

Zip

Send membership dues to Egon Bodtker, Treasurer, Danish
Ameri ca n Heritage Society, 1132 Newport Drive S.E., Salem,
Oregon 97302. Dues and contributions are deductible for
income tax purposes .
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The DANISH AMERICAN HERITAGE SOCIETY was
established in 1977 in order to accomplish the following:

Preserve and promote interest in Danish American traditions.
Collect, evaluate, preserve, and display records (books, pictures,
letters) as well as other artifacts pertaining to the life and culture of
Danish Americans.
Encourage Danish American expression in the arts, humanities,
and social sciences.
Promote research into the life and culture of Danish Americans
and serve as an agency through which resulting studies might be
shared and published.
Seek public and private grants or funds to further projects
and programs sponsored by the Society.
Keep members aware of events and thoughts from contemporary
Denmark.
Provide a means of communication and education for members
through a quarterly publication.
Serve as a clearinghouse and provide information on all phases of
Danish American life.
Organize local or regional chapters to encourage fellowship and to
share ideas.
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